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By Elizabeth Cote
opred to stay in Randall in the
Resiaents of Randall Hall fall ·room draw. Assuming half
were told Wednesday night of that nurh6er were men,
their hall would be converted . Bischoff calculated that only 20
of the 84 men who live in
to a single-sex dorm. Direnor
of Residential Life, Carol Bi- Randall would choose to return.
schoff said rh~ disproportio nate Therefore, only 20 men resinurnber of women who choose . dents would "be displaced, she
to live on campus has created . said.
"Men ~ho live there will be
the need for 100 to 120 spaces
given· between-ha ll sign-up
for wom~n students.
Bischoff said Randall's low priority," ' she said. "Women in
sig~-up rate is one of the reasons Randall co,uld have priority in
the hall was chosen. According Randall. They can sign up for ·
to Bischoff, only 41 residents another CO-'ed dorm, but they

wouldn't be at the head of the
line."
Both men and · women residents of Randall are upset by
the decision.
Kris Pecukonis has lived in Randall for four years. "We
were approached with the ·
change long after there was any
;
chance to alter d,>1 he said.
Resident Don Taylor said ,"We've lived here. We're being-up-rooted because of statistics."
Worn:en residents are upset
also. Emily Lambert and Meg

T-H allw illg et new ima ge
By Robin Santo
In an effcir.t to establish a
more appropriate image of the
University of New Hampshire,
President Gordon Haaland and
University Trustees are sponsoring a maf or renovation of
Thompson Hall.
The work being done will
completely reconstruct most of
the first and second floors. Many

of the off ice walls on the stcond
floor have already been dem,.
olished and new, smaller offices
are being constructed. T.b-is new
design will provide a large open
space in the center of the floor
for the secretary stations.
"The new T-Hall will be a lot
more orderly and inviting inside," said Felix Devito of ,
Campus Planning, "It won't be

so cluttered and jammed."
· Other changes include the .
·removal of the exterior fire
· escape an'd the installment of
an interior fire stair, the con struction of a lunchroom with
- a kitchen facility, a .trustee's
conference room, and two small
classrooms.
T-HALL, page 10

,

Many Randall residents are
Killeen are roommates who ·
chose Randall because it was co- under the impression that the
final decision on _the fate of
ed.
Lambert said, "We're going Randall will come to a student
to try to get into Alexander, but ~en.ate _vote. Bis~hoff explained
then we lose the-right to our although the Residential Counroom. We could -end 1:1P any~ . RANDALL, page 8
·
where." -

lJN H'f o fund
South Afr ican s
By Marla G. Smith ·
· ·
Two , black South African
undergr~dria te students could
enroll at UNH next fall and be
supported hy U n_iversity sc_ho·
larships.
The a-nnu·a1 $10·, ooo scholar-

"This will allow, in the long
~ run, to better understand and
appreciate South Africans," said
Dean of Student Affairs J. Gregg
Sanborn . "It also adds to the
" h
f
-·
d'
e
ivers1ty o ·our campus,
- said.
Sanborn said the two foreign
· sh_ips wili pay for room, boa.rd,
· tuition and fees. Recipients will students will be -selected through
be recruited through the New the Admissions Office "in acYork-based Bishop Desmond c.ordance with the establ(shed
Tutu Southern African Refugee admissions procedure for. foreign students."
Scholarship Fund (DTSF).
The Bishop Desmond Tutu·_
The DTSF will match the
University scholarships , cov- Southern African Refugee Schoering the students' transpor - larship Fund falls under the
tation and other living expenses. umbrell_a of the Phelps-Stok es
Mariss_a Chorl_iari, assistant Foundation. Recruits visit South
dean for mt~rnat1onal students, Afripn refugee. camps anq:.
hea?s the e1ght-~embe r S?uth screen the best possible appliAfr!can_ Scholarship Committee , cants to distribute to United ·
whICh rncludes three students States colleges.
gro~p , The UNH Admissions Office .
~nd two professors.
imp 1_ef!lente_d t?e Dn_ni:erS1ty receives the credentials of the
adm101_st~at10n s dec1s10n_ to South Africans. .
· Last year nearly ?OO South
make available mo_ney to bnng
a black S~uth. African student Africans, ages 24 -48, were
·
brought to the States.
UNH.
Once in the united States, the
Jane Cust~au, assistant director df admissions, said the South Africans engage in
committee was appoin_ted by extensive interviews and orienUNH President Gordon HaaS. AFRICA~ page 10
land last spring.

p~e

.Inside-,
Jim Carroll. reviews Maus in the Arts
& Features section. See page 17.
~ Dartmouth managed ju'st eight shots
on ·net Wednesda y -night as the women's
hockey team smothere d the Green 60. See page 28.
Working from the inside ~ut at Thompson Hall.. (.C raig Parker photo) -
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Wild cat is the
skier s' moun tain
By Steven Ciarametaro
Few mountains in the East,
and even fewer in-New Hamp-··
shire a-re---able to. offer better
trails, conditions, an€:! range -of
skiing available at Wiltlcat
Mountain. Ski Area. .,__
Wildcat is located in Pinkham
~fotch,Jackson, about 2 and one
Half hours from Durham. Statistically speaking, Wildcat is
one of, if not the best, mountain
to ski in Washington Valley.
Wildcat has the highest liftserved summit, 4,050 feet, the
longest vei;-tical descent, 2,100
feet, and the greatest lift capacity, 5,760 persons per hour.
According to Ellen Chandler,
marketing director, Wildcat is
able to offer skiing from midNovember through early M_ay,
giving it the longest season in
•
the Valley.
In total there are 31 trails,
including 12 for advanced skiers,
9 intermediate· and 10 easier
runs. There is even a beginner's
trail from the summit to the
bottom. The lift system is
comprised of two double and
two triple chairlifts. The famed
Wildca.t gondola carries four
passengers to the summit.
This season Wildcat has a 2763 inch base, due to this winter's
great amount of snowfall and
the help of man-made snow,
which covers 90% of the trails .

· 1he aveqge annual snowfall
for Wildcat is 150 feet.
Apart fro.m statistics, 'Wildcat
in the past has been calle-d the
"skiers' mountain" largely be_.cause of its steeper, more cotn·petitive trails. Several top Eastern com petitions are held at
. Wildcat, including the SISE Cup .
Slalom which will take place
Sat., Feb .. 7. This winter Wildcat
will also be offering weekend
instruction for hopeful s~i instructors.

"W·ildcat has been .
.calle'd the 'skiers'
~ountain/ because of
its steeper, more competitive trails."

Taking advantage of the excellent winter c~nditions at .Wildcat.

cialism and traffic surrounding · mountain in the morning is not well-groomed snow, Wildcat is
· the place to ski . It is a purists'
most mountain resorts.his also an alternative.
For the skier who appreciates mountain, without distractions,
away from lodging facil-·
well
Wildcat, 'like any mountain,
ities, because Wildcat has no a wide Tange of trails and deep, for the dedicated skier.
is .not without its drawbacks.
accomodations on the mountaid.
As the mountain face is north- ·
Wildcat can recommend
north west, Wildcat is as a rule,
many places to stay and usually
very cold, esp~cially in the
afternoon when the sun goes
behind the other m01rntains\ A T~is is the first of a six
cold wind on top ·of that can
part series on ski remake it very uncomfortable to
ski Wildcat without protection, sorts in New England.
and the gondola becomes a
offers package deals with local
.
necessity.
Wildcat is located in the hotels, condominiums, etc. The
White Mountain National Fore- closest place is a mile away from
st. It isJaway from the commer- the mountain, so walking to the- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - -

·write for
The New Hamp shire ·
and have your na:m e in : .
print

.NEWS IN
-·Conne r returns cup · to

us
Fremantle-The . United States has regained the
America's Cup Wednesday after Dennis Conner's
yacht, Stars and Stripes, swept the final series from
Australia's entry Kookaburra III.
Stars and Stripes effectively beat the Australian
entry 4-0 after eliminating New Ztrnland's entry .
KWZ7 (commonly refered to as "Kiwi Magic")
4-1'. Kookaburra III eltmin,ated Australia IV 5-0
to, g·a in the other spot in the finals.
Conner h~s proved to the world and to himself
that he could con:ie back after suffering the biggest
upset in the history of professional sporting events,
when his 1983 entry America lost to Australia II,
ending the longest consecutive victory streak of
132 years. After the loss to the Aussies in 1983,
Conner vowed that he would come back and redeem
himself and American pride by returning the cup
to America.
' The next America's Cup race is scheduled in 1990
although the site of the races_is still unknown because
Conner's yacht was financed through the San Diego ,,
Yacht Club.-Traditiona lly, the America's Cup ra.c. es'
were held off of Newport, Rhode Island.

•
Senate joins House 1n
overrid~ng veto
· Washington-T he Upited States Sena~e has
jo:iuned the House of R~prersentative s in overriding ..
the President's veto of a Clean Water Act bill.
The Senate· voted 86-14 against the president'-s
veto of a $20 billion bill, which would be a-ppro'priated to various state agencies to clean up state
riJers and lakes. President Reagan also vetoed a
similar bill at the end of tqe last session of Congress.
The· House voted 401-26 Tuesday . ln the Senate
vote, 13 Republubicans joined a sole Democrat in
an attempt to prevent the override of the President's
"
veto.

World mourns death -'·
of yet another star

Anothe r senior aide resigns from White House
Washington-A notr'r senior aide has submitted ·
his resignation from the Reagan administrqtion, •.
bringing the number of senior officials resigning
from the present administration to ten.
White House Communicatio n director Patrick
Buchanon announced that he will resign his post,
stating that he could more effectively direct
conservative issues from outside .the White House. ·
President Reagan said that he will miss Buchanori's
personal contact but will keep in contact with
Buchanon for direction and advice on certain
conservative issues.
Buchanan's resignation, · which will be effective
March 1, is the tenth since the Iran-contra affair
broke in mid-October. Among those who have
already resigned include Deputy Press Secretary
Larry Speakes, National Security -advisor Vice
Ad.m iralJohn Poindexter, and director of the Central
Intelligence Agency William Casey:

Suppli~r of cocaine to·US
faces charges

.

Palm Spdngs-The w:orld ·mourned 'the· death of
yet another entertainer Wednesait'y ·as news spread
from the California community that Liberace had
,
passed away. •
Born in 1919, Wladziu Valentiq.o Liberace has
wowed pebple alf over the world with hi~ great
piano playing at resorts such as Las Vegas, .Atlantic
City, and Reno. No other entertainer has brought
in as many people at_Radio City Musi'c HaH in New
York; only Wayne Newton -has brought in more
people i0 Las Vegas. · ,
His publicist, Denise Collier, stated that the
entertainer passed away at 2:05 pm (PST) of heart
failure, ,a nemia, and emphysema. ·collier has denied
that the pianist'was suffe,ting from the deadly disease
AIDS. Interrment cere.m,onies will be private,
following the wishes of _the 'star,

Pentago n officials knew
of proposa l in 1984

Washington-A new report has st_a ted that highlevel officials •w..ithin the Pentagon knew of the
proposal to send arms to Iran at least one year _erior
.. to the official statement which was released in
·
December, 1986.
The New York Timesreported that high officials
Tampa-A drug supplier believed to control over
· within the defense department knew of a proposal
75 percent of cocaine flowing into 'the United States
· to send 39 F-4 fighter planes, numerous Harpoon
has been captured and extraditred to the lJ nit:-ed
.
and Sidewinder missiles·, 50 M -48 tanks, and at
States by Columbian officials. ·
Carlos Lehder Rivas faced charges in United States .
least 25 attack helicopters . to Iran in exchange for
influence to release Americans held in captivity
federal court yesterday: Rivas, who was known to
1n the· troubled area in the Middle East in early · ·
belong to the "Medellion Cartel", faced 29 charges
1984, not i.n December, 1985, which was the official
. Among the charges include con~piracy to import
stand which the 'defense department has adopted:.
cocaine, importing cocaine·, ppssession with intent
.
.
· Arms sales from the United Stares to Iran were
to distribute, and racketeering.
Rivas was accused of sending over 58 tons of
emhargoed after Iranian students stormed ~he
American eml:,assy in November, 1979:
cocaine to the U riited States from laboratories across
Known as the.Demavand project, the proposal
the world. Rivas was apprehendedat the Tampa
ro swap arms for influence was eventually shifte
International Airport at 1: 15 am yesterday. Shortly
to the White House. A spokesman for the Defens
after he was apprehended, he .was put on a US Air
·
·
./
· Departm_e nt, Camman,der Richard Schram offered
Fo~e plane.
·
no comment on the report.
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Parking policy
callses hassles
By Kimberly Kelly
For many University· of New
Hampshire students, this winter
has created many hassles and
headaches in the area of parking
their cars.
I
one regard, students must
deal with the new winter ban
policy restricting pqrking in
cercai-n areas from November
. t:hrnugh March co· allow snow
operations to prrn;:eed without
the interference of student cars.
This year winter ban has become
a yea·r -rouncl, overnight ban
which ·limits all vehicles to lots
A, D -l, D -2, E, E-1, Field House
Wesc,· NEC lots, and lots Q and
U.
And if one doesn't follow
these guidelines, students may
find their cars towed.
Such was the case Saturday,
Jan. 31 betwee-n 1 a.m. and 4 a.m.
when 29 scud~nt cars were
towed from Babcock B roc to
Smitty\ Service SJation._To get

In

1

,::

-

to .

their car back, ~tudents had
pay a $40 fee.
,. . , ·
_
Orte student, Li:sa lagotta,
whose car was :ope of · the
twenty-nine, was faced with the
decision of parking at the Babcock Lot or Lots E and E-1 near
Christensen Hall and becomjng
stuck indefinitely.
According to Captain Richard
Conway of Public Safety, lots
E and E-1 have not been plowed
from ·che first snowstorm because "When the University .
attempted to plow Christensen's
parking lot by asking students
to remove their cars on Tuesday,
January 29 at 11 a.m. only a third
of the cars were removed."
. Parking policies are' consi dered by the Transportation
Committee wliicli is ~inade up
of twelve members, representing facu-lty, commuters and
resident students. ,The committee meets once a month · to
discuss recommendations and

~
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Ofie driver who· attended the and Rochester have -agreed to .
meeting said, "I have faith in host the estimated 20 percent
our state security system and of the evacuees ne~ding alter I would drive voluntarily but nate housing. The host centers
I don't ' think h will ever come will also provide lcicat~r services
to that.~'
in the event parents and childBut another driver said \'They re-n become separated. Deconwould have to pay me triple time tamination and healthcare will
for harzardous duty.
be provided by the Red Cross .
Studies conducted in. the early
1970' s when . Sea~rook was
According to Coogan, the
be·ing buik·,,revealed, a ,10-rriile. ,1 Nuclear. R<:gulatory <;g mmisr~ck_i¼~, i~,.,_i , v,,ery s_~f~ Fr;Pf;?,e for .s j_on .. (NR<;) s an~o,t allow a
anf'krnd of nl!.clear acpde,nt, p ower plah t ro ·'go ' ') or( line"
according tq Coogan.
unless ·t he're is an e·v acuation
- Gov. 'Sununu said he supI?orts plan, including sit~~ for eva,_cuee~
a one mile evacuation plan. · -- ·. and trained people to facilitate
Coogan and Morrison des- the transport of individuals out
cribed a step-py-step emergency of the contaminated area .
response plan in the event of
Asked about the plan's effeca radiological accident whereby.__ tive
s w1 hour Coast volun COAST/Kari-Van will be asked te s, Coogan replied, "There
to shuttle individuals and fam - a e state department people,
ilies unable to transport them- t e National Guard, and retired
selves from the danger zone to Teamsters who have already
designated safety areas.
DRIVERS, page 12
Dover, Salem, Manchester,

By Michael J. Duv~l
job hungry students.
Ca reer Pla n ning and Place'.' There's been a lot ofchanges
ment offers a service to graduatsince David s t a r ted he r e two
ing ·seniors to sharpen jo b skills
yea r s ago , all of them leading
and s t ra teg ies es senti al for
to a progressive syste-m of career
effective, successful iote,rviews
plan ni ng and placement," said
. Peter W elch, an 'intern with the
with prospective emp loy~rs.
T he staff at CP&P strives to CPP office.
.
With the aid of three assistant
m ake jo b fin d ~ng ·a bit less
fr ustrating. With this concern- directors, Nance Hoff, Claudia
ing attitude, the se rvice places Burtelow and BrianJacksoh, the
over 100 students per year in Jive co1+nselors team to -aid all
. lucrative positions and gives all students who seek immedia te
participating stude·nrs contact employmerit opportunities.
with on -campus r:ec ru iter.s of · . Welch said,._"We offei;_ a gr;eait ,the largest, fi ighest~paying for- . deal bf infor:ma'tion,'workshops,
and .counseling and along wi t0
· poracions in the US and abroad.
Corporations like IBM, XER~ a,highly knowledgeable staf(,
O:X , AT&T, United Techno l- they all combine to form a
ogies, and Digital, to name a compe t en t service, one t hat
-few , come every year to UNH
sh.o uld be t aken adv antage o·f
in search of t he. guality stude nts. · by all seniors." .
. · Mo r e t han '3 00 co m panies
. More 'specifically_, CP&P p resw'ill visit UNH this year. e areer ems integrated programs rn
P la nning an,d Pl,ac:,ement has : in.{rease snideqts' chances, with·1000 corpor~te prpfiles :within , in the ::fob junglt!;" of .landing
their extensive bu_siness library, '.t hose preferential positions. . ~
-' · J? avid Holr;nes, the dir~cfor . :'~Ori~nt~tiqn _P r9,gram:· th~s
' CP&P for rw 9. years, has pro- 6nentat1on process is :rhe (nitia;l
-· dii,ced a rem~rkabiy,.preficiept · ·
·' ·
' ·
'
-. 'p r? gram to ~ere tqe peed:s of P.LAC~MENT, page 20 ·

.. c 'a reer Plaiu:r~ng and P lacem ~nt Director D avid H olmes. (file p ho (o)

Jo._'?..A.:'£:l ..,~-.1;.,;,,l,•'~#';J...,;r, _~ ! ....If' -F,~·,;:r..~ -

Carol Bergstrom, a-s sistant · winter ban was to diversify •
director of Public Safety, said PARKING, page 12
one of the reasons for the new

proposals. The rules and ·regulations which they decide upon
are published yearly.

B·y Peggy Elliott
T_he New Hampshire Civil'
Defens~ Agency has asked the
University of New Hampshire
COAST/Kari.,Van department
to participate in an evacuation
training program for the Sea brook Nuclear power plant.
. At a ~three -hour trnintng
session Wednesday night in the
MUB, Jerry Coogan and Dave
;
......
"Moitiso'n\ c6nsiilfl1nts 't"dr tire· ,,
New Hampshire r .~y il Qet~/}Se
Agency, presented rnforma:t1on
from a New·· Hampshire Radi- ·
ological Emergency Response
. Training (RERT) manual outlining a IO-mile radius evacuation plan which includes 17 New
Hampshire towns.
. Durham is not included in the
LEGEND_ "plan although it's situated just
01:1tside these perimeters.
i',l/f/11.'// Plume
There are 85 Coast/Kari-Van
/1ji1//j!,'/ Exposure
;,!///t!i/1 EPZ
drivers, 80 of them UNH students . Eight student drivers
attended the· session.

f~~r,_r,;r;:-_~

fj_ - -

p~~)

Drivers may aid evac plan

.

.Ne.w Hampshire

.i r·

Yet another cat falls victi~ to a parking shortage and a $40 towing service. (Craig Parker
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ON THE SPOT
Although the town of Durham is not included
within the ten-mile evacuation zone, Coast/ Kari-van
drivers were asked to participate in a drill which
would enable them to transport people away from
Durham in case of a nuclear emergency at the
Seabrook nuclear power plant. ·

nPeople are going crazy
worrying about Seabrook.
I don't think it's necessary
for Durham to be included
in the evacuation plan."
Michelle Cruz
Freshman

·What do you think of
,D urham not being included
in the evacuatio n plans for
Seabrook ?

''As a resident of Durham
- and a student at UNH, I
feel that it's unfair to the
town as well as the University."
Heather ~app
Freshman
Psychology

Mo~day3:00 to reser'

''I think ii ought to be
included and I can't understand why it·'s not."
· Jenny Lynn Hall
Sophomore
Art

.

''I think it's alright as long
as there's plenty of transportation available for
immediate evac'u ation."
Scott Beaudett
Sophomore
Undeclared

and
Deadline is Wednesday
February 11 at 3 p.m.
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Iridian finds .happin ess in·US
By Elizabeth CoteMost UNH freshmen have
to ma~e adjustments from life
in _their homet_o wn, in New
England or across the country,
to life as a college student in
Durham. When Kunal ·Banker,
24, came to UNH as a freshma_n
in 1983, he bad more adjustments co make than most students. Banker traveled half-way
around the world from _his
hometown <A Madras, India to'
attend UNH.
"My father studied here,"
Banker explained. "In India, and
all over the world, American
education is known as the best
you can get."
.
Banker has relatives in Far.:mington., New Hampshire. He
said his parents wanted him to
· be near his relatives if he were
to study in the United Sta-tes.
"UNH is a good, university
and half an hour from Farmington," Banker said.
Banker speaks English with
a slight British ace.enc. 'Tndia
was ruled by the British for so
-many years everything is in
English; roads, signs, the banking system," Banker said. ,
According co Banker: British
English a:nd American Engfish
are totally different. 'Tve
learned to speak American
English,
·
the so-called slang," he said.
.,. INDIAN,' page 20
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LAST DAY to add courses without Dean's approval & without _
$25 late add -fee.
LAST DAY to choose Pass/Fail
NICARAGUAN GUEST SPEAKERS-Abrah am Lezama·,
a craftsman, Catalina Cones, a sch<?ol teac~er ·and U!)iversity
student and Ramon Lopez, a semmary director will speak
about life iri Nicaragua. Bdknap Room, MUB, 2-3:30 _p.m.
NEW HAMPSHIRE INTERNATIONAL ·SEMINAR"Household Strategies for Coping with the Debt Crisis in
Latin America," June Nash, City College of New York. Alumni ·
Center, 4 p.m.
_
WOMEN'S.BASKETBALL-vs. Boston U nversity, Field House,
7 p.m.
.
I

GTE FOUNDATION LECTURE SERIES-Space Technology
and Human Values:, Part I-John Logsdon, Director; Graduate
Program in Science, Technology, and Public Policy, George
Washington University;_ BerJcshire Roon:i-·, New England
Center, 7:30 p.m., open to public.
. .
,
Kunal Banker on the phone to his girlfriend on her 24th birthday.
(Stu Evans photo)
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distribu~ed semi- ·
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located tn R_oom
-15 1 of the Memorial Union Building: UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business. .
Office hours: Monda·y - F'riday 10 am -- 2 pq1. Academic year s~bscription:
-:, 24.00 . Third <Jass postage paid at Durham, NH 038_24. A?v~~users should
check their ads. the first d.iy. The New Hampshire will m no ca,se be
res·p ons·ible for typograph•.-.:al· or other errors, but will reprint_ that _p~rt
of an advertisement in which-a typograph-ical error appears, 1f nouf!ed
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, •
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Jo_u rnal T ribun~ Biddeford, Maine.

CELEBRITY SERIES-Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
-· . ,
MUSO FILM-"Rocky Horror Picture Show." Stafford Room,
MUB 10 p.m. and midnight, students $2, general $4.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7
MEN'S BASKETBA~L-at Boston University_
MEN'S SWIMMING-at University of Mass
WOMEN'SJCE HOCKEY-vs. 'Rochester Institute, Snively,
1~m
·
'
WOMEN'S SWIMMING-vs. Massachusetts, Field House,
2p.m.
MUSO FILM-"Aliens." S.trafford Room, MUB, 6:10 ind 9
p.m., students $2, genera:! $4.
· · .

CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO .
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT AC'l.;IVITIES, ROOM 322, MOB.

·. (Observe dead~ines on proper forms)

HIGH SCHOOL HONORS FLUTE CHOIR RECITAL·Bratton Recital Hall, Paui Arts, 7 p.m., free. ·
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS-UN H Invitational (Brigham
Young, UMissouri, UMichigan), Field House, 7 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY-vs. Providence, Sµively, 7:30 p.m.

MANAGEMENT .
TRAINING PROGRAM

MUSO·-FILM~"Rocky Horror Picture Show.'.;' Strafford Room~ .
MUB, midnight, students $2, general $4.
-

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 8
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-vs. Central Connecticut, Field
House, 2 p.:m.
CANDLELIGHT MARCH-In honor of Martin Luther King
Jr. and Black History Month. March from Dimond Libraryto Durha!Il, Commumty Church, 6 p.m.
·

UNH GRADUATING SENIORS

MUSO FILM-"The Awful Truth." Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, gene_ral $2.
,

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9

If you are interested in a career opportunity that will allow you to stay in the
Northeast, while working for a fast~paced, dynamic company, then you may
want to talk with us. ·
·we're Hannaford Bros. Co., a retai,ler, doing over $800 million in annual sales
with a track record .of continued, outstanding growth. Our current marketing
territory •is Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and New York.
Aimed at developing promising individuals ·into senior managers, our Retail
·Management Training Program is thorough, intensive and demanding. Only a
few top caliber people are chosen each year to join this fast-track program. The
Universrty of New Hampshire has been a good source to us of quality candidates ove·r the last several years. We'd like to continue that relationship.
To qualify for consideration into this program, candidates must have:
• A four-year college pegree
• 3.0 or better accumulated grade average
• Demonstrated leadership
• Outstanding communication skills
,
We are currently scheduling interviews for February 18th, where we will be
recruiting at the New England Center in Durham.
To arrange for an interview, you must send your resume and, if possible,
college record to us for review. We will get back to you imm_
ediately.

ART EXHJBITION-Alic e Ericson Consgrove, a New
Hampshire Artist. Galleries, Paul Arts. Through March 12.
Hours : M-W 10 a.m.'"4 p.m., Th 10 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat & Sun
1-5 p.m.
COLLEGE BOWL FINALS-MUB
NHOC ARMY NAVY SALE-Various military clothing and
accessories on sale at fantastic prices! Senate/Merrimack
Room, MUB, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Through Friday, Feb. 13
FILM- "Resuq~ence: The Movement for Equality v~. The
Ku Klux Klan. ' About the efforts of union and civil rights
activists ~nd the ~psurge in activity of the Ku Klux Klan
and Amencan Nazi Party. Carroll Room, MUB, 12:30 p.m:
THE CONTINUING ARMS RACE-Dr. Vera Kistiakowsky,
Professor Physics, MIT. To_pics to include: Defense Budget-,
MX, .Midgetman, ASAT. SDI, Chemical and Biolog1eal
Weapons, recent developments, Room 1101, Parsons, 6 p.m.,
free.
TRADITION~LJA ZZ SERIES-Paul Yerrette & Tommy
Gallant, Two-:-P1anos Jazz. Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10
MEN'S HOCKEY-at Vermont
NHOC Army Navy Sale-Senate/Merrim ack Room, MUB,

Hannaford Bros. Co.

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Through 2/ 13:

Corporate Recruiting Offices
PO Box 1000
Portland, Maine 04101

Analytical, Inorganic & Physical (AIP) Chemistry Lectute,"Simulation of Reaction Dynamics in Cluster~," by Professor
Francois Amar, University of Maine, Orono. Room 1103,
Parsons,'tl a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Open to pµblic.
., ·
. '

An _E qufl Opportunity Employer M/F

,

_

Film-"Resurgence: The Movement for Equality vs. The Ku
Klux Klan." About the efforts of union and civil.nghts activists
and the upsurge in activity of the Ku Klux Klan and American
Nazi Party: Sullivan Room, MUB, 3 p.m. ·
71
--- :
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.More empl oyers

OTICES
ACAOEMIC
COMPUTING HELP: The DISCovery Hotline is
available to students who have questions regarding
DISCovery application software or other computer
related problems. The number to call is 862-3665.
Help is generally available between 8 a.m. to 5:30
p.m., Monday through Friday. At other times, leave
a message on the answering machine and th~
DISCovery Consultant will get back to you. If "hands
on" help is needed, stop by the DISCovery Learning
Center in Stoke Hall, room 11-D, and see the
·
DISCovery Consultant.

LITTLE ROYAL LIVESTOCK SHOW SIGN-UPS:
Sponsored by Animal Science Club. Any st'udent
interested in showing beef, sheep, dairy or horses
may sign up at MUB TV Room, Kendall Hall or
Thompson School before February 20.
SANDWICH LUNCHES: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Center. We'll haye the fixingsyou can build your own sandwich and pay a
reasonable price per oun.ce. Tuesday, Underwood
House, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Information: 862!
.
3647.

RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
DISCOVERY MICROCOMPU TER CLUSTERS:
by Non-Traditiona l Student Ce-nter,. Presented
There are three DISCovery Microcomputer Clusters
available to students in Stoke, McConnell, and the - by Career Planning & Placement. Maximize your
chances of getting that job by writing an effective
MUB. Students wishing to use either the AT&T6300
resume. Tuesday, February 10, Underwood House,
or the Macintosh Plus PC must attend an orientation
session. Sessions are held daily from 12:30-2 p.m. · 1-2 p.m. Registration required, call 862-3647 ..
in the MUB Cluster, Room 112 . Sign-u·p sheets
FILM-"THROUG H JOY AND BEYOND": Sponare located on the MUB cluster door.
sored by United ~ampus Ministry. A two-part film
on the life of CS. Lewis who was a professor of
UNH STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM INFORMAmediev.al and renaissance literature at Cambridge
TION AL MEETING: ·Sponsored by Dept. of
University and author of The Screwtape Letters
Spanish and Classics. For students interested in
and The Chronicles qf Narnia . Part 1, Friday,
applying for Fall 1987 or Spring 1988 in Granada
February 13. Part 2,_Friday; February 20. Murkland ·
Spain who did not attend November meeting.
Auditorium 7:30 p.m., $1 donatip.n. _, . · _ : _"· :
Monday, February 9, Room 209, Murkland, 4 p.m.
Application dell.dline: March 1, 1987, forms available
· ·
HEALTH
in 209, Murkland.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
WINTER FUN 'AT BEAR BROOK: Spend the
:weekend of February 20-22 cross-country skiing
and sledding at the NH Outing Club's Bear Brook
cabin for only $10. Information and sign-ups: Room
129, MUB, 862-2145.
WINTER CARNIVAL CROSS-COUNT RY SKI
RACE: Sponsored by NH Outing Club. Participate
in this year's cross-country 3.5k ski race through
College Woods . Lots of fun regardless of your
experience. Saturday, February 14, College Woods,
I p.m. Information and entry forms: Room 129,
MUB, 862:-2145.

'AL-ANON MEETING : Individuals affec_t_efby
another's use of alcohol or other drugs -:i-re wekoine.
Mondays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m: ·. ', · _
NARCOTIC ANONYMOUS MEETING: Individuals concerned about their drug use are welcome.
'
··
Tuesday, Wolff House, 6-7 p.m. ·
SAFE RIDES: A se_rvice for students to provide
safe transportation home for dri;vers under the
influence of alcohol and/ or other drugs and/ or
· those riding with them . Thursday~·- Fridays_and ~
Saturdays, from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m., call 862-1414 ..-

to atten d fair
- By Edward McKey
If you are a senior worried
about what happens after graduation, _an, upcoming event
could reveal employment possibilities.
On Feb. 18, the 13th annual
job fair will be held at St .
_Anselm's College. Employers
from all of New England will
introduce potential employees
to the New England job ~arket.

Claudia Ber_telo, from UNH
Career Planning and Placement,
has high hopes for the job fair.
'This year will be very successful
because the number of employ. .ers will be greater."
Eighty-nine organizations
will be represented, from Fortune 500 Companies to ·the
military services; fro'm jobs in
sales and retail to banking and
accounting. A complete list of
the companies being represented can be fou·nd in the CP&P
office. · Students. are advised to prepare an equal number of fin ished resumes to present to
organizations. It is important
to dress . professionally and
. present yourself ~ell.
opportunity
· The job fair is
to establish leads and "those
lead to a good sitbaleads
- tion," said Bertelo. Make it a

'""

an

oean

MEETl1'JGS

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB MEETING: Continued
planning of The Little Royal. Tuesday, February
JOB FAIR: Make employer contact~ -and hand out · 10, Room 20_2~.Kendall, ?p.m. N:ew membe_~s always__
resumes to 100 employers represented on Wed- welcome.
nesday, February 18, Carr Activity Center, St.
AMNESTY INTERNATION AL GROUP MEET- .
Anslem's College, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
I.NG: Election of student officers and regular
business meeting. Tuesday, February 10, Room
TEACHER ORIENTATION : For those who did
'
not attend the one in the fall. Overview of Career , 128~ ~amilton Smith, 7 p.m.
Planning and Placement's services, resumes writing,
UNH DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: Learn to
job searching, interviewing and credentials file
service. Thursday, February 12, Forum Room, speak effectively and informatively through
,
speeches and debates. Mondays, Room 310, Horton,
Library, 4-6 p.m.
8: 15 p.m. All welcome.
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOPS: Tips and
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE
· techniques on how to write an effective resume.
Wednesday, February 11, 4-5 pim. and Thursday, MEETINGS: Group coordinated · meetings include
. discussion of the issues, local happenings and things
February 12, 7-8 p.m., Forum Room, Library.
that can be done to help stop the arms race.
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Need help Wednesday, February 25, March 11, March.25, .
·
putting your career goals into perspective? Small Hillsborough/ Sullivan Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
group workshops limited to 10. Wednesday, ·
February 11 and Thursday, February 19, Room NHOC BAHAMAS BLAST MEETING: Mandatory
203, Huddleston, 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Sign up in Room .fo.r all participants in the Spring Break Outing
Club Bahamas Cruise. Trip details will be discussed.
203, Huddleston.
Thursday, February 12, Car.roll Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
GENERAL
Information: 862-2145 .
RED CROss· VALENTINE BLOOD DRIVE: '
Monday, February 16 through Friday, February
20, Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

T~J/p~.f:ri~~?.~ ~,

CAREER-

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE.OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
ro r forms)

on

·.35m mCol or

I -fRl!I! lntmductory Offer

I

I D RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of Kodak I

I

I

I

MP film for my 35mm camera. I'd l~e a 2-roll ' I
·
starter pack including Eastman 5247® and
5294~ Enclosed is $2 for postage and handling. I

Deadline fpr r.ipt of completed
applicati6n isl.l~bruary. 20, -1987.
\'

Applicati,or}(inms and information
-::-·.;;.

ailable in the P$ychology

DEADLI N.E FOR FILING

.

I

I

10096 Satisfaction Guaranteed

~ ~ - - - - - - - ~ II
•
I NAME
I ADDRESS
· I crrv

Accepting applic~~n s to the major. }

1·N-TENT
TO GRAD UATE

r---------------•

Printsand
Slides
from the
sameroll
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Kodak's profes•
sional Motion Picture film for use in your 35mm
camera. Now you can use the same film-with
the same micro6ne grain and rich color
saturation-Hollywood's top studios demand.
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect for everyday
shots. You can capture special effects, tao. Shoot
it in bright or low light-at up to 1200 ASA.
What's more, it's economical. And renie~ber,
· Seattle FilmWorks lets you choose prints or
slides, or both, from the same roll.
c:11986SFW
Try this rem,rkabte•fitmtoday! -

point to gather information
about the organizations. After
the names and phone numbers _
have been. exchanged when the
fair is over, follow up on the
i~quiries by calling representatives and reminding them of
your interest. Don't let yourself
_
be forgotten.
The fair will give students a
view _of the job market. Bertelo
said, "This can be a real service
to students. The consortium is
for the student." It can help th~
student overcome difficulties
of time and distance and bring
his or herself to the awareness
of the. businesses.
It is co -sponsored by the
UNH Campus Career Planning
and Placement office and th_e
New Bampshir'e College and
University Job Referral Service
(NHCUC). The Fair is open to
. ·all graduating sen_iors and alum. nus. If you have any questions,
contact the NH CUC Joi? Referral Service at 669-3432. or the
UNH Career Planning and
'Placement office on the second
.
floor of Huddleston.
The job b1ir will be held ~t
the John :M\urus Carr Activity
Center at St. Anselm's College,
St. Anselm Drive, Manchester,
from 10 a..m. to 4 p .m . o·n
Wednesd)ay, Feb. 18.

I

STATE

- ZIP

I
I

. I Mail to: Seattle FalmWorb, soo 3rd Ave. W. I _
I P.O. Box 340S6, Seattle,WA 98124 CODE" I
_i Kodak, 5247 md 5294 are trademarks of Eastman Kodak Co.' Seattle · I

·--------------FilmWorks is wholly separate from the manufacrurer. Process ECN-Il.

for May 23, 1987
graduation
is

ii

'

r uary 20, 1987
-.Feb_

·s.A.F.O.

(Student Activities Fund Organization)

is accepting _applications _now for

BUSINESS-MANAGER
.

• Credit Available
• -Great·Experience
• Compensation

ll'
'fll;J¥ .
tl)f.. -:

••
•••
•
Applicant ·must be
responsible, reliable individual :•
•••
•••
······· ·-····· ······· ·····-· ·······
.
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RANDALL.

-

(continued from page 1)
According to Taylor, a pet.i·-cil of the senate may discuss the
Randall issue, the council has tion is circulating through the
.;
upper quad. Nearly 300 resino power to veto the decision.
'
"The role of the Residential dents who opposed the C?ange
Life Council is to advise, not to signed the petition in orie day, · ·
he said. ·
·
approve~he said.
· Mike Perlmutter, president
Jeff Grimes said he and other
residents asked if the decision of Randall, said, "Definately the
had to do with the behavior of majority of students are against
Randall residents. "We've had (the change). People w~re adamsome trouble in the past. But ant. They want to keep Rand,all
I've been in other dorms which co-ed."
· Bischoff said she expected
are much worse."
Bischoff said, "The men in students to be upset ,a bo4t .the
_
.
Randall are in the minority, change.
which puts extra pressure on . "I can't always make, a popular
them to act out and make up for ;,decision. No matter where I
those who aren't there." -Bi- madethedecision,noonewoµld
schoff said there is support for be happy with it," she said. 'Tm
that opinion among the notawareofadecisio_nthai's
members of the Residential Life any better."
Council.

.............,........
.......
~

PUT YOUR :·
COLLEGE DEGREE
. TOWORK.

- Newington's Peas'e Air Force base ~as not ,immune to New England's recent st~~ak of inclement
weatheL". Here an Air Force refueltng craft sits idle in the snow. (Stu Evans photo)

Air Force Officer Training School _
is on excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical core, 30
days of vocation with pay each
year .and management
_ opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School con ,meori
for you. Coll

Are you concerned about getting a
job after graduation? Do you want to
make a careerchange? Are you looking
for a new job? Then, come to the- JOB FAIR.
Jlecrullment personne_l from Business, Industry, Government and
~~-~~o~~!Wn";~~~n':!\:

:~~~~~~8.:~~~,\~~ r.,o;:~;,~f.5

The JOB FAIR Is open to SfUDENtS a nd ALUMNI
of Iha rollowlng ln1lilullon1·
O)lt,y-So'NY9r(:olleg9

Doniel ~bsle, \.ollega ,
bo1.trrio11!11Colli:.-gn

franklin Plorce C,cllege
H,., wlhOfne Collcgo
koo1"P.SloleC-..ollege

New England CollQQf'
Now.Hampshire CoUoga

MSgt Bill Kast

Notre C.'Qrnn C"ol1P.Q'3
nvmollth Stole College
RMerCollege

__....-'

at (603)868- 7266· collect.

Saint Arn.elm C"...ollP.ge

. School fQf Uf~kJng Learning
Univeisity of New HolTlpshl,e

Wednesday, ·
February 18, 1987·
St. Anselm College
John Mourus Carr
Activity Center
St. Anselm Drive
Manchester,
New Hampshire
10:00 AM to 4:00 PM

forlurther lntormotlcx~;,cg:~~~ ~t~•·•plocementofflce
9
the 13th Annual JOI FAJR 11 1pont0red by the New Hampshire College A

t.

UnMH'tUY Councll ~ Referral

Servtf•·

The CONTINUING ARMS .RACEWhere is it taking tis?
presented by Dr. Ve~a Kistiakowsky
of Massachusetts Institute of_Technology

Monday Febr~ary 9th 6pm Parsons LlOl
·A brief overview of events since World War II will
be followed by a. piscussion of events. in the last
10 years, ·in pa,rticulac
1) Budget increases
2)MX
)3) Midgetman
4)ASAT
.
5) SDI ,
6) Chemical and .B.~ological weapons

ME£fiDG!
.

.

'7PJ:n

1

fl~\\ $MI~~ Ii'
.

D.J.
.Sports
Prod.uction! .

The talk will close with some comments on recent
developments, and speculations concerning the future.

-~ ,I--,

:~<" 7.

.

\

.

i

.

.

..

The talk is free and open to all interested. Call UNH MUB
info for directions (862-2600)

sponsored by UNH Society of Physics Students
andPFO
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~igma - ~eta
· Oppo~tunity knocks ...
___ Ii_ - - _-_ ----- --···-~-------[•--

Rush -Feb. 9 from 8-9
·•-.· • ( slide Show)
Feb. 12 from 8-10
,
{beverages .secved) .:....
~ ~ • ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ; , , . . o , t b M , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' W , Q > c . Q > t . Q a < Q a • ~ ~l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " K Q > I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

'

Photo· School ·

I
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RUSlfJ!! Classes filling qtfickly
.

.

black and 'Yhite: beginning 2/24 and - 2/26
, color: :beginning ~/27

-~-;.

'

Darkrooms: $30 :· Photo -_school: $40 ·

', - first das,ses meet at 6:30 p.m. at the MUB info booth-bring cameras.

-Contact Rob -or Carl in Rm.· i48 in th_e---MUB· or calr862-1485_
\,

I

'

·
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(continued from page 1)
tation to the United States and said Custeau.
American cultures.
·
The University wiil also he.Ip
' ." UNH will have the oppor- educate and train black South
tunity t'o have South African African refugees "closer to their
students on our campus," said home," said Sanborn. UNH will
Custeau. "Mainly we will edu- match funds up to $ 1000 raised
cate tl1em [ the South Africans] by student groups for donation
to' go back to their homelands to the Bishop Tutu Frefugee
to improve conditions in which Fund, which supports _education
they'd been living. The Univer~ of black Somh African refugees
,sity can benefit by learning and in southern Africa.
listening to their experiences,"

----T-HALL---(cominued from page 1)
"The classrooms will be used
for certain high level academics
with the special intent of bridging the gap between acad~mics
_and administration," Devito
said.
In addition, the firsdloor will
house a display of pieces taken
from the UNH Museum.
Dropped ceilings have been
removed from the first flo9r,
raising the ceiling height several
feet. The front lobby will have
, a cathedral ceiling and new
doorways eight feet high.
·
Although a few changes will
reflect a desire to restore THall's original structure, as in
the reinstallment of two windows that have been bricked
over; changes will. be inosdy new·
and innovative. . .
When asked why the job is
not primarily one of restoration,
-Devito said it woul"d be highly
inadvisable. "Wlien T-Hall was,
first bNilt it housed practically
t~e entire University~ For one

I

thing, the third floor was the
women's basketball gymnasium.
I don't think tven the women's
basketball team would appre. ciate that."
., The general architecture -of
T-Hall, however., will remain
the same. "We're going to keep
· the same flavnr. In fact, we're
retaining all the woodwork and
we're using a lot of the same
;/
.materials," said Ann Copley,
.the UNH representative in
Recent plowing has done more than cause problems for parked cars. This fence behind Huddleston
charge of the renovation.
. was destroyed by careless plowing .. (Peter Tamposi photo)
According to Doug Wrye,
.c onstruction superintendent, ·
the interior decor will not be
· m9dern. "We're using the same
· custom mill trim," he said.
There were jmany reasoqs
why the President and trustets
chose to renovate T-HalI. "Befo"·r e renovation T-Hall was ·
se,edy ~nd inefficient," said
·oevito. He added there wer.e
certain architectural -c hanges
iri the building's interior that
de'nied rhe b

This Kind ofThing
.· Doesn't,Happen .·.·
· in ldooksett
Everyday.'

Open House at Data General
Satutday, February 7
9'11.~. · 3 p~Dl.
SPRING BREAK SIZZLES AT DAYTONA BEACH~Concerts, games,
parties, exhibitions, freebies, golf, tennis, jai alai, greyhound racing,
great nightlife and the best beaches in Florida. It all happens in the
Daytona Beach Resort Area, home of the National Collegiate Sports
Festival.
'
Pack your car, hop on a tour bus or catch a flight on Delta, Eastern,
Piedmont or Presidential Airlines. A trave~ agent can make all.the
arrangements at no a~ded charge. So, call 800-535-2828 or 800854, 1234 (In Florida) for more information.
-,,;

-~---~----

____

. Follow Ille Road lo D1ylon, Be,ctl on
,

Data General, a fortune 500 company, has moved its Manchester Finance Operations to Hooksett .
Our new facility has just be~n completed. And it's not your average building. What it is is a beautiful,
new, state-of-the-art Operations site for one of the biggest companies in the co~puter industry. And
right no~ Data General has some great opportunities available for experienced people - from clerical
to professional - to join us in our e~citing new location .in the following areas.

IIJ:\Ml

---------

FREE POSTER OFFER: For a 17" x 21• Daytona Beach poster, send
your name and address to: Daytona Beach Poster Offer; 500 Third
Ave. West, Seattle, ,WA 98119.
·
·
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CREDIT & COLLECTION
OPERATIONAL ACCOUNTING

School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,__ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - , - - ~ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_
._·_
Zip

City

Stop by the Data General Open House at our new'location across from th'e North Campus of New
Hampsh_ire1College, just off the Daniel Webster Highway (Rte. 3); or take Rte. 93 North, Exit 9N
Hooksett/Rte. 3 for 5 miles. Managers will be on~hand for interviews in the Credit/Collection area~
resumes will be accepted for Acc~unting opportunities.
.
For more information, call Sheila Gallo at (603) 645-525 7, or (603) 268-1000.
Investing in people to make equal opportunity a reality.

I

N.ew Hampshire .

P~!~~~l{S

I

,/

Sen,ing the -University since 1978 '

T-Shirts

I

.DataGene

• Hooded Pullove rs • TotE-s .• Baseball c ·aps
• Sweatshirts• Golf Shirts• Apron s • ~u stom Designs

-

Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising ltemr;. .
I

In-House Art Depl

careers a generation ahead.

603/431-8319
3131 Lafayette Road (Rte 1l. Portsmouth . NH
·e,
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PAGE TWELVE

- - - -..PARKlN:G - - - <continuea from pag~ 3).
parking·. "There is:an incr~ased ··
resistance from fandty, staff,
and commuting students who
believe that overnight parking
spaces should be limited to more
distant areas, " said Bergstrom.
· Sh added· that many cars left
for long periods of time are
snowed into the more conve ~
niem parking spaces whic.h are
·
needed by Others.
Both Bergstrom and Smitty
agreed students are given plenty
of warning before cars are
towed. When cars park in res tricted · areas, Public Safety
attempts to call or reach the
students who owri the cars,
using their permit _nu~bers,
before they-are t·owed. Smitty
said before the 29 cars were
towed from Babcock, students
were warned arourtd 7 p.m. that
night.

'Because the Univer~ity lack~
. their own towing equipment,
they call upon Srpitty's. Smitty's
has been in Durham since
. November· of 1967 ·and. ha_ving
seniority, receives ·most' of the
University'.s businessi RickStevens, an employee of Smitq,'s,
. cars
said ori Jan. iS and 16, 4'7
were iow·e d between .the'. hours
.
of :l arid 4 a.m·.
Srpitty said he raised his price
to free cars from $30 to $40 this
semester because of risirig insurance rates and to offset the
purchas~ of a $28,000 wrecker'.
. As UNH.ctintinus to be snow~
bound _a nd the parking regulations are doubtful to change,"the
cho·ice for students seems to be
either inconvenient, legitimate,
overnight parking o r helping
to pay for Smhty's new tow
truck.
, I

Overnig ht parking in A-lot, near 'the field house, was trou.blesome Wednesday night. · P,~ople ·
had to move the ir cars by 10 p.m., so the area could be plowed, or else the cars were towed
·
.,
·
away at -the owner's expense.
· .. ' ' . --

Write news for THEN~ HAMPSHIRE and have your

. .,name in print

'

Hugs 'n ·mugs
·ancl sweets
/so fine

will makJ a
happy .
Valeritine!
.,__

Crystal Candy Box .
~ ouquet with Candy

25.00/'.16 so

,

~~!':,

, [ "'

~-

()
·1c1cr1om

Hearts 'n Flowers
Bouque t

Sweetheart
Bouqµet

----DRIVERS:______
(~ontinued from page
.
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.

agreed to volunteer under these ma 'radiation) enters the ~-tmos ~
- circumstances ." He also said phere.
In order for COAST /KariHuman ·Beha~ior Sodal Scient-·
ists have proven that people do Van drivers to keep abreast of
not panic or run ,away in times the atmospheric radioactivity ·
of emergency or natural disastec levels, he/ she· will carry a do"They respond a_nd help out simeter, a pen-like instrument
when others are .in--need a·nd .that measures doses of radioac~ ·
when an evacuation plan has tivity . It will be the driver's
been laid out for them.," said . responsihiJity to notify their
supervisor if the dosimeter
Coogan.
However, this theory has not registers u d safe levels of rabeen tested in the event of a , dioactivity. :
A similar meeting was held
nuclear disaster, Coogan added.
There are four classifications last y~ar' for 9rivers. This year
of e\merg·e·ncies. In increasiffg Ray-Roy, supervisor of Kari.degree of d'.a nge.r they are:' an· V~ff, s-a:id _ Nick Pishon of the
"uriusuaJ, ~v,e11(_:i,s an ):'!urric;:_an,~ t Ci~il". Qdetise Agency· made no
or e}hplpy~e iri-j\iry.;, aq ''.aler t,;-"' me'n"doh ·o f Seabrook whe q
involves the failure of the back- requesting a training session·.
up safety system; a "site area Roy said he thought the weeting
emergency" is loss of power·· to would be an "awareness meetthe main safety system .and a ing" in which bus routes would
release of pdioactive particles be drawn up in case of natural
.0,, . ·.••
.-occur; ~ncl',i "gener:al emergen- diaste.1;s. •l ' . ,. :
Roy saia he would be ''very
cy" is an ~"actual or immine·rtt
substantial core degradation" disappointed if -the entire sesor meltdown iP which there. is sioh .was dedicated to Seabrook
a total loss of power. ·the latter and a nuclear evacuation because
three categories require emer- it (Seabrook) is too controver. gency evacuation and protective sial."
However, Associate Vice Presaction,
Coogan emphasized the ident of Facilities, said "I would
· program is based on a Conser- be surpi;:ised if it had nothing
_vative Planning Concept which, to do with Seabrook and that
· in theory,: begins an evacuatiorr this .. .tr;a,ioing "had :no,~pra¢rical ,
alert by notifying the governor effect" in the event of an
18 hours before an actual release · accident because "who would
of contaminated -material (riu -' , stick around for 'it."
clear fission by-p~oducts, gam-
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TOM ORR OW NIGH T
6: 10 & 9:00.
IN·T HE
STRA FFOR D ROO M
$1 STUD ENTA DMIS SION
.
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DYN AMI C DUO NIGH T .
FEB . .13
. Field HO_use ·7 :30
(

(Theme: Winter Carnival 1987 ~ ROCK &-ROLL WINTER BLAST)

Roster s due Feb. 9 Carro ll/Bel knap

1 Mal e/I Fem ale.

Dynamic Duo Night is open to allJ]NH Students, UNH Graduate Students,
· and UNH Faculty/Staff .
.
TENTATIVE EYENTS

1. AEROBIC EXERCISE SESSION
2, BASKETBALL FOUL SHOOTING
3. VOLLEYBALL ACCURACY SERVE ·
4. SOCCER GOALS or SCOOTER RELAYS,
5. SILLY GAMES
.
6. STRENGTH TESTS
. b
7. WATER RELAYS
·
_.#_-..
8. OBSTACLE COURSE
. _&~

~
_ti.);~

er- . ·
·

;•

Refreshments and Award presentations made, along with awarding of several . · .
· door prizes.

.
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Editorial
f

Sharing the wealth
In Tuesday· afternoon's Student Activity
Fee Council (SAFC) meeting, a proposal
was set forth to send a group of 15
University students to Boston to participate
in the Harvard National Model U.N., an
excellent educational opportunity. The
Programming Fund Organization (FFO)
was sponsor of the proposal. The cost of
~he trip would be $1,769.11.

. wh_ile the remaining $500 -came from the
William Dunfey Fund, which is~ discretionary fund.
· _
In effect, the U.N. group had nowhere
else to go but to SAFC. SAFC, knowing they
were a last resort, wisely passed the
proposal. According to Student Body
President Jay Ablondi, the proposal will
go before the student senate Sunday night.

During the meeting, it wa.s suggested
that SAFC was not the place for the Model
U.N. group to go for the funding. For an
event to be funded through PFO, it musth_ave the potential _of reaching all U;NH
undergraduate students. The trip to Harvard
does not have the potential to reach all
UNH undergraduates, so therefore, SAFC
should have defeated the proposal. Instead, ·
they approved it unanimously.
This is a serious break from tradition.
However, SAFC had an excellent reason
for making this break. Before showing up
at SAFC Tuesday, those involved in the
model U.N. tried to get funding from other
places. After making the rounds, the group
was able to rnise exactly $845. The Center
for International Pe.r spectives gave $345,

The bottom' line is that there should have
been someplace for the U .N. group to go
for funding. Apparently, there was not.
This briogs to light a serious edu~ational
v.o id in, the University.· The trip to the
Harvard conference is an excellent educational ·opportunity for students, but the
University administration, by giving only$ 500 from one of its discretionary funds,
is saying there is not enough money to go
around. The students lose out, and nothing
is gained._ A chance for a valuable learning
experience is lost. .
.
· .
The most maddening thing about this
affair is the· fact that the University was
_able to •spend $4,800 from a disi:retionary
fund to send Director of Public Safety David

Flanders to China last semester.
· It seems hypocritical, to put it kindly,
that the University can send one ·of its top
administrators on a three-week jaunt
through China, but cannot find the funds
to send 15 students to Boston for an
educational conference· lasting four days.
The impression the University s.eems to
be giving is that the funds are there for
the elite, while the students are left to fend .
for themselves.
Already, one University administrator
has suggested -that money for further
·excursions by student groups be added into·
_next year's PFO-or student senate budget.
Since both budgets are funded by the Student
Activity Fee, this would mean that all
undergraduate students would be paying
for the trips of a few. This is not an equitable
solution, and it smacks of an attempt to
avoid the real problem.
The real problem is the refusal of the
U niverstty admini'stration to share the
wealth with the students.
One would hope that the student senate
has the tenacity to sqrnd up for . its .
constituents, a,,nd will address this senous
problem Sunday night.
'I

,.

or reject being a citize~-soldier: Few
ROTCcadets will choose the military as a career. Most will be trained
in non-combat activities. The military must be self-sufficient, so they
must house, feed, clothe, train,
To the Editor
During three recent visits to the transport and supply themselves,
and provide health and communUNH campus, I . have had the
opportunity to read The New ication seryices. Finally, Mr. Kohn
Hampshire. Each issue has con- should remember that the military
tained an article critical of the does not make foreign policy nor
ROTC program. The University declare war. These functions are
Forum of December 5 contained left to our politicians, who have
Rick Kohn's impressions -of the realized the importance of having
program. His narrow emphasis or a well-rounded officer corps which
lack of knowledge of the program · is a cross-section of the population,
leads him to some questionable rather than an "elite" military clique
as found in some countries of the
statements and conclusions.
Men and women are taught world. My hope is that a presenleadership skills which are sought tation'of another impression of the
in the business community and not ROTC program will contribute to
available in any other undergr.ad- a true forum for your readers.
Charles F. Walters
tiate course. Women, who according
US {\--rmy Reserve ·(Retired)
to Mr. Kohn are "alm·o st as_good
as men", attain leadership positions
in the program beyond their percent
of membership. It is true that
haircuts and clothing ar~ uniformbat I doubt that the ideas of the
cadets would turn out too be iden- · To the Editor:
tical.
.
· What are your views of women's
To suggest that instructors may sports? Over the past years I have
promote "killing babies and blow- noticed the headlines of your sports
ing up hospitals': if it is. effective, articles; they are about Hockey or
or that a tour of the bloody battle- Women's Hockey, Hoopsters or
fields at Gettysburg glorifies war Women's Hoopsters.: the women's
shows a lack of understanding. I teams need clarificati9n of gender
submit that an in~tructor condoning not the men's team. After repeated
methods such as these mentioned , use (or is that abuse) it implies that
would be replaced in a 4urry, and you are writing about women's
that familiarity with Gettysburg's soccer not to be confused with
history can teach the abhorrence REAL soccer. This has always
of war that seems to be Mr. Kohn's angered me but what finally made
basic mess~ge. A belief that a strong me write was last Friday's paper.
defense is the best policy for the On your scoreboard entitled "Where
Uriited States is often the motiva- · the Wildcats Stand" not only is
tion for a student who also abhors twice- as rpuch space dedicated
war to join the ROTC program.
toward the men's sports tea_ms, but
We are fortunate to have a system both of the men's sports are located
which allows a student'to choose on top of the women's.

ROTC

,p·c,

Sports

I

' funds to support .this trip.
advice.
So, it is back to ·he drawing board.
Admittedly this attitude of womSomeday we will sponsor a dance
If any reader has some good ideas
en as unequal or unworthy sports
again. I hope many m-ore UNH
on how to raise money, please drop "--folks-will join us on the dance floor.
participa ... s exists in some
members of today's society, but I - me a not~ or give me a call. I'll be
Matthew Lamstein
would not be proud of a paper which · delighted by any suggestions or
Director Upward Bound
promotes such views. This also
surprises me in that this a U nversity
and Universities are typically where
Address all mail to:
Letters to the editor should
the most open minded and progressive thought comes from. I would
The New Hampshire,
be typed and signed~ and
love to see your headlines, etc.
Room 151,
must include an address
improve in the future.
Ann McCormack
· MUB.
and telephone number

for

verification.

Dance
To the Editor:
On Saturday,January 24th, the
Educational Opportunity Programs
at UNH sponsored a benefit dance
at the MUB PUB. The "Exbanders"
provided some great dancing music
and seventy of us had a fine time.
.Unfortunately to break even we
needed 150 people. So as a fundraiser it was a-flop. In an effort to learn
from our mistakes, I decided to write
this letter as a attempt at a market
analysis. Was it the snow, the cold,
the closing of school on Friday, the
· absence of beer in the MUB PUB
that kept people away? My question
to all The New Hampshire readers
is this: What types of fundraisers
work for you on campus and are
there any clubs or organizations
just looking fo{ a great cause to
support?
We had ·hoped to send some
students to Washington t:o meet
with Senator Rudman, Senator
Humphrey and Congressman Smith
to advocate for the continued
funding of Educational Opportunity
1
Programs both here in New Hampshire and thrnughout the country.
It now appears we won,'t .have the
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University Foru·m
All th e wa y to Ch ina

I

by Ji_m (iriffi th and Warner Jone s

all ihe way to China, or ...
Last Sunday night, Universit y President Gordon
$4800 could pay for one graduate assistant . to
Haaland presented to tp.e studencs enate his views
towards making UNH the best small public
universit y in the nation. Presiden t Haaland s·aid
the future of our Universi ty as outlined in "The
Strategic Edge" will greatly dependo n the level
of funding provided by the New Hampshi re state
legislatur e. Haaland stressed that the Universi ty
is asking for a substanti al increase in the level of
funding provided in the past. He w~s quick to point
our, however, that the Universit y has a proven record
of making UNH funqs go as far as possible. Even ...
all the way to China.
This fall _President Haaland approved the funding
to send Public Safety, director David Flanders to
Chi~a. This not only cost the Universi ty $4800
but 1t also may have weakene d the Presiden t's
bargainin g position and credibilit y in his crucial
pitch to the state for Universit y funding.
Time will ,tell the long term harm done to the ,
Universit y. But what is the immediat e education al
1
cost to the Universit y?
·
$4;800 could send David Flanders all the way
to China, or...
'
· It could bring one New Hampshi re high school
graduate td UNH for two years · (at $2,280 a year)
which is no small feat consider ing that New
Hampshi re has the highest iri-state tuition in the
attend UNH and teach· two sections of an overcountry.
crowded general education course.

all the way to China or...
.
·
$4,800 could provide provide telephone and copy
usage to many professor s who currently have none.
all the way to China, or ... ·
. ·
$4,800 could go a long way towards purchasin g
compact s helving for the overcrow ded Dimond
Library and possibly open up 30 more study spac~s.
all the way to China, or... - ·. ·
.
_
$4,800 could hdp UNH meet instructi onal
equipme nt neecls (video tape machines , lab equipment, overhead projector s, etc.) in order to keep
pace with teaching requireme nts.
In terms of money, $4800 is a small part of the
base level $76.7 million base level UNH budget,
but its' appropria tion raises some serious questions.
The most importan t question is not how many China
trips are hidden within the budget figure, but how
many educatio nal opportun ities have been lost
because of this whimsica l expenditu re.
One must question President Haaland as to where
he places education on his list of priorties. David
Flanders should not have -to apolog°ize for sleazing
a university paid vacation to China. It is President
Haaland who owes the universit y communi ty and
the citizens of New Hampsh ire an explanat ion
. of his fundi11g priorities .
Jim Griffith is the SAFO business manager and Warner
Jones is SAFC chairperso n.

Big Br oth er ha ck ,in 19 87

by Arthur P. Robe rt . ·

"Just what is your problem ?'' He
not typical .:i,mong shoppers , yd sudpanning the black stripe across the
wore no u11ifor:.m but it w.1sn't harJ to
denly I felt suspect, almost guilty. My
shelves of gaskets, spark plugs, and
fig,i._1re _o ut lhgt,__ he wasp..'. r_. a-nut her "-'°'··",: st_e p. wasn'LJ,\!31.JSUaJ, .it was dangerou s.
mufflers . Nested within the black
1
sl/oppe{ The man's tight lips and terse
The sphere made me feel I was not a
stripe, a leps reflected the cold glow ,
tone betraved much more than what
of fluorescen t lights hung closer to .the
shopper, but a potential thief. As I was
his <low n blue ,parka could hide. His
soon to learn, somebod y else felt the
roof. Mrs. B's-invest ment,was obviously·
close-cro pped haricut and manicure d
~ot wasted. Loss control spe_c ialists
same way.
m~ustach e mimicked the precision
~e walked on· towards the automo.placed the orbs strategically througho ut
ne used to follow ou·r move~s. One of _ tive departm ent buf paused for a
t~e· store, ensuring coverage over the
Mrs. B'·s fo9.t soldiers rrackeJ up
mom~n~ to' examine the tools used fo
virtually every square inch of retail
electroni cally from his perch in the
s~ruttn ize~so closely. Standing
space.
control room and confronte d us with
d1rectly uncle
We were too preoccup ied with the
sphere, I could heat
· the supreme wrong: noticing the
the-faint __bu_zz o -the electric motor
wonders of electroni c surveilla nce ·
obyiotis. ·_
Minutes earlier, we walked into
Bradlee's to buy some oil for my car's
leaky c_rankcase. Passing through the
store's mai-n entrance at the Newingto n
Mall, I intuitivel y grasped the unsetY .0 D
tling reality. The array of striped
spheres hanging from the ceiling could
nor be ignored. A few spheres did .not
move, but others were busily spinning
at differen t speeds. Occasion ally,
ones phere would stop and linger for
a moment before continuin g to rotate.
Stripes of white, tan, brown and black
did not camoufla ge the fact that these
OST (ERTA IN.
orbs W(Ke · for ·more' than mere decoration. Despite her best efforts, Mrs.
WI LL SMOKE.!
B. could not hide the fact that she was
T /S THIS
watching us.

Not hin g per son al

b J h M arSha II

MUB?!

n

·

,

HI\

RUSSIA?
"We were instan tly tried
and ~onvi cted; not for
-petty theft, but -for daring to under stand that
som~o ne had the power ·
to obser ve our every
move. "
We decided to find out if those
spheres really, were cameras. I bounded
into the lingerie section trom _the .c enter
·aisle. My single abrupt step was enough
to' cause a nearby sphere to point its
single black strip at me. Just as quickly,
the sphere_ tur_n~d from my positi,on
to track my friend who continue d to
walk down the aisJe. 1-iy fast move was
.

•

'

.

.

• -~'

t

'.;

I.-:,.
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's MY CONSTIT'17/IJN
16HT ro t=oRcs YO.U
0 f>REATH /1Y PUTRII)
co110-J-1AND f>OUJ!TI ON.,

DAMN

,r,

THIS is

ANERJC/t.

AND vvHO ARE YDIA TO SAY Ir.ANT CLO
THE AIR Wl1H MY-CANlE/JaO"S -~Y.HA,

WHAT MAK~
-PAID f:OR 5y:

.SUPPORT6RS OF
11

· ~echnology to notice the man approach mg us. He never iden.t ified himself.
He ~e--:ver challenge 1 us about any one
specif 1c act . He could only ask about
our problem in a tone far more
.threate.n ing than inquisitive. We were
instantly tried and convicted ; not for
petty theft, but for daring to understan d
that someone had the power to observe
our every move. The spheres mocked
any sense of privacy or sovereign ty
but were worthy ot the protectio n
afforded nuclear weapons. The man's
belittling voice commarid ed that it was
wrong to see the King's new clothes
as they really were. ·Mrs. B's storm
trooper was out to ensure our heads remained firmly rooted in the sand.
My friend laughed. The man's face
shaded closer and closer to crimson.
My friend's will to oppose the allknov:in~ and self-impo rtant security
specialis t could _n ot pass without
punishm ent. The need security was
transmu ted into somethin g more
sinister. Threats, secrecy and control
n:iatte_re1 more tha~ impartia lity or
smcenty. The authonty of store security
could not be comprom ised. "You don't
think ,l'm serious? I'll throw you out
of_th~ store!" was his icy response .
Prommen ce reestablis hed the man
turned and retreated into tbe racks of
leather-lo ok vinyl jackets
. _-.
The man had no right to control out
movemen t. Yet the man acted as if he
had the ,r ight to control our minds. His
words and demean'o r intended more •
than just stoppin g shoplif ting. O~r confront ation had only one
purpose: to blud.geon us back to
. htelessne ss and passivity . Somehow
the man learned that it was right to
_be suspiciou s of those who aren't like
everybody_ else. Someone taught this
man to quICkly crush anyone with the determin ation to know the truth for
. what it really is. In a small way, I learned
what the victims of <:overt operation s
occupatio n and undeclare d war kno~
all too well. Security is paramoun t. The
individu al must bear the burden of
abridged rights and freedoms , rio
matter how contrive d or false the
reaso~ might be, Rights a~e fleeting,
even m America.
_·

. "THE NO SMQK//16 REIG'4 L~ TION
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- ·. · ApplicatJons Are Available
·. For -T he FollOwing Positiolls: .
I

.

. Assistant Editor

·

...

. In Cooperation with the Editor~in~
. Chief, he/she is resJ)onsible for the
. - o~verall prodµction of th·e yearbook. ·
This personjs trained for the · · ..
. position of 1987188 ·E ditor-in_-Chief. ··
'\

.

I

~

I

· ·. Assistant Blisiness Manager .·.

· · · ·. ·. ·. 111 cooperation with the-Business ·. ·. ·_.
. · Manager, he/ she is responsible for . ·.
·.: ·• .the business transactions of the , ·. ·
· ·, OrgciniZation. · This person is ·
. ·. trained for the positioh of 1987-88 ·
·. .· ··· .· . ·. . ·· Business Manager. ·· · · ·. ·.' .
· . Pick up an-application outside
The Granite office.
. __
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From N. Y. City We.Hear of Mauschwitz
✓ most movies and made-for-TV yet written, but it is also an·
· To call Maus a comic strip miniseries fall short of: it is as attempt to get a jump on the
would be totally inaco.i-rate and intimate and entertaining as a · competition. Speigelman bepossibly ins·e nsitive to the task goo'd story should be, and it is came upset last year when he
that it 's creator, Arthur Spei- . as accurate and objective as an was made aware of an upcoming
gelman, has undertaken. Maus a(count of such a horrifying , film by Stev,en Speilberg called
is a cartoon story of Jl Jew's incident should be. It is both a An American Tail, a highly
experiences with _Hitler's in- · novel and a documentary at the commercializ~d and sickeningly
patri'otic story that came too
famous "Final Solution." There ·same time.
T h e s t o r y i s s e m i - close to Maus to be anything but
is nothing funny about this book
except maybe the charming, if autobiographical in that it tells a rip off. When Speigelman
not irritatingly funny personal a real story: the Speigelman realized that he couldn't legally
habits of Vladek Speigelman, ·- family story. The story -of the stop the release of Speilberg's
the man whose story this book . holocaust is the story that film he decided to beat Speilberg
is concerned with . But Vladek Vladek tells to his son Artie over to the draw and publish that part
is not a man, he is a mouse. All the course of several interviews. of the story that' had already
the Jews in this book are mice, ' · We are told that Vladek was a been finished.
But the break in the story is
and all the Nazis are cats. If the successful textiles salesman in
pers9nificati.on of animals Poland before the Nazi influ- not random, it is natural. One
seems to be a familiar format ence began to intermpt his life is left wanting more, not standfor story-telling you are right, and the life of his family. ing with an open mouth feeling
Speigelman chose this format _Vladek's first son Richieu was jipped~ Maus is as well done a
on purpos.e.-What he ·has created born and killed during the· war. story about the holocaust as one
is a thouroughly accessible and We are lead from one hairy is likely to find. One probably
h(ghly ·interesting, form of li- situation to another til at the couldn't learn much more with
terarure. Maus is an excellent end of the book we are leh a stroll through Yad' Vashem,
hanging with Vladek and his the Israeli holocaust museum.
book.
One tmight be temp!ed to call wife Anja just having been take,n It's moral' is not a preachy,
this story a comic s_trip because . to Auschwitz. The book takes overbearing kind of moralism.
it has appeared as a strip in the the reader through ·some gut It is closer to the words of John
·semiannual magazine RAW, a wrenching experiences and then Dos Passos, "Our only hope will
journal of avant~garde cartoons leaves us hanging just when the lie in the frail web of understanding of one person for the
that Speigelman and his wife worst part begins.
The book is most definitely pain of- another.'.' Through
Francoise have been publishi-ng
· since 1980. But scratch the comic _cut short. Spe.i gelinan's scheme Vladek Speigelman we are
arid cal{ this art, Maus i; an epic is partially a scheme to get the shown what kind of pain Hitler
story that acc.o~plis'hes what reader to buy another bq_ok, n9t brought to Europe. ·
By.Jim Carroll

Athens, G.A.: Center of a

-Copyright 1986 by Arthur Speigelman

Musicill Universe
_ Of the four unsigned bands,
Flat Duo Jets make the best, or
at least the most lasting, impression. With both "Crazy Hazy
Kisses" and "Jet Tone Boogie,"
the band ,g ets down and dirty,
no frills. Not uncoincidently,
both songs are literal rework~
ings of "Heartbreak Hotel." ·
Time Toy also · impress
among the unsigned with "Window Sill" and "Hi." This is
obviously a bunch of .guys getting' together to have a good
time, and this feeling comes
through on the grnoves. BarB-Q Kill~-rs o(fer quick paced ·
death rnck with "His and
Hearse" while The Squalls
disappoint with their David
· B'ryn,e., dp~,1 rei ¼;You~~g {b-ran'.d
'
of. boredom. ·, ' "·

_C)fr' the b'. aq..9s , alrea:dy/ on ra ·•;,
payroll, ·. rfie'~•K'.mkepµy · Cartl
, with Hanes Collins are the most
entertaining. "Nightfall" is an
aJl out frontal assault, It rocks.
Recommended listening . .
brought up in the same area.~
VMious. Artists
Pylon's "Stop It'.'. displays the
All of the music was recorded
Athens,. GA- Inside/Out
live, save the long gone Pylon's seminal.ba-nd's influence on the . .__~~--,.,------'-··,'"""·__.·· _ _~ ·;··._-----"---"'--.,,-~------I.R.S. J?:.':ecords
.:.
. \ .., .
.studio track;·la,st January and . current'crop of_G~orgia'PeacHes·::" '- - ,; ·. .. . .
Febrhary at the 40 Wat't Club, Love· Tractor and Df~:arrts·.so ···•.·h'ave To Do Is) Dream" and app~areJ ~/riLifes Rich Paged,;,t_ >}
B~,Arthur Lizie
This version is a little slower Jtf ,·- ..
Athens GA-Inside/Out is Th~ Uptown Lounge, Lucy Cobb Real are two over-rip~ ·peach;s: "Swan Swan H." .
a hip peek at some of the bands Chapel, and the SAE House at the first bite is _gp.Qd, _but as you ~:'«•, The Good-:, O1.:. Boys really and has sparcer arrangeme~f ·\~~:
1
Athens, GA-Inside/Out wi:i- ;~)':: ·
that have made Athens, GA one The U niv_ersity of Georgia:. _As , · tprogm;s, it':,ts .r.~\~H1 _e:a-sy,~t9- t~(' ·!';,· eUoy,:ed ofit a.tjp got emotional
t_ wo,t;:' Dream" is a rains neither great nor b_a;d •:i?'ij . n
ob;he ~ajor hot beds of Amer- might be expected a_fter: ~ ,q u:ick ,: s19k ons_Jt. :::'.];
iqfb music today. Culled from sur.vey ·of "American""' music -~ - "Oh .yeah, ·R 1s:·Nr','"tl'i~'"'r eas~n. · heartfelt cove r of the classic music-it is just an interestirig -~t
a E lrrr:p f the same name, r_he, today, the styles don't vary to why most people who purchase Everly Brothers (Mom's favor- slice in time from one of Amer- :~l
t~]?1ve?~ongs, performed by nme much from band to band, but this album w,ill have given it a ire) song. It sounds like R.E.M. ica's most important mus~ic ~Ji;:
dlferefit.l' aFtist.s-, otfer•i~trig.ujHg,1,-•,, eaaa:<-Offe•r :-err0trgh:0fr,,:a"'tWis't •'t'O'-l".·•'§eco'n'dct'hotrglit~""•1""he ·m"6"det'Pi"'•~,:'.q fcJ.:i,rrg~• cfil.<.,Eh1,erlyt·'B-F0'1¥h€-r·S' 'S'0frg:'''·,-..:,{(}\_fl'i'tnurtili'es•.·f'fht" 'disc..:is 'wdrth i,/J/
"Swan Swan H" is a different a listen for both the music and --•·\
itj.:$ights into the d1verstty, keep fhe proceedings interest- - icons of southern wck have two
1

a

~~}~:-::flHw1

th·~s-~

0

--&~~!l~&~-,-1-~-~~,_~ ,~~~A~~..~~•~..-k,'\i,~~li~':!~~~~~i~~~~~~-~~

. ,

h~iif.\ffil!';nmr;:ln.:c,'kl.'1',.- ..lll~~!ll;.--_a~.,-."Ma,'mL~"i<,i,~1~~~?...lU..~~1:ilf~~~J;,u ,;-,lJ&'ll-~~~"'9:~*.J?~~~Vii,r,~tdo-,,.f l . ~ P , y / f f l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - . ~ ~ ~ Q - .~ i
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Dea do/ Win ter Could be Goo d
plot was quite ingenious and g~thic melodrama in classic
rather brilliantly wor:ked out. terms. Films like this aren't
· It has a great deal of suspense .made very often anymore."
viithout being gory. It's in the McDowall has appeared ir1 over
manner that Hitchcock es- one hundred films, most fl6tably
poused, bdore we entered the the four Planet of the Apes ·,
era of blood and yet more blood films.
in the movjes."
'
Jan Rµbes is quite new to the
In addition to directing Dead
. cinema. Before playing an Amof Winter, Penn is the film's
ish farmer in Witness and Santa
producer.
executive
· Claus in One Ma,gic Christmas,
. Rubes had sung in more than .
.
'
Mary Steenburgen 's credfrs a hundred operatic roles in five .
include Goin' South, Time After languages, moving from oper.a ·
Time and Ragtime. She is mar- hou.se to opera house across·
. ried to actor Malcolm McDowall Europe and then finally North ··"
· of A Clockw~rk Orange fame.
A.m,erica.

~>

Rocldy McDowall says o( his ., .
Decr,d of Wi-nter, an MGM
, role in this film, "lt was a .
wonderful part and an · intrig~ • picture, has been rated R. Its
uing project- I loved it. It's a running time is.100 minute~ .
. .,

~

.

'r

.

Roddy McDowalLi s lhe s'In'ister' assistant to the mad doctor
an accomplice to .blackmail an<;l. •nw'r der. (MGM photo)
.

(L to R) Jan Rubes, Roddy McPowall and Mary Steenburgen

caught in a house foll of suspense. •(~GM photo)

Dead .of Winter
MGM Pictures
\

By David Whitney
Dead of Winter is an eagerly
awaited film from ·director
Arthur Penn that {s due to
appeai;- in theaters early this
year. In tbday's cinema it is rare
to find a film that works so well
on suspense and plot twists
alone. Dead of Winter promises
to be such a film.
The · plot concerns Katie
McGovern (Mary Steenburgen) ,
, an aspiring young actress who
· is given a chaqce (o replace a
star who has walked off the set
of a film during production.
· Katie finds herself trapped fo

· a Victorian house during a
blizzard with two ruthless blackmailers and a killer. One of the
blackmailers , Dr. Joseph Lewis(Jan Rubes), is an aging psychiatrist who owns the house .
- Roddy McDowall plays the role
of Dr.- Lewis's obedient assistant
·
Mr. Murray.
Arthur Penn, a veteran director whose credits include such
films as Bonnie and Clyde,
Alice's Restaurant and Little
Big Man says,'T.ve a passion for
Dead of Winter because it tells
a classic suspense story- the
sort I've h'ad a particular fondness for ever since I did W ai-t
Until Dark on Broad';Vay. When
·1 read the ~cript I ,thought the
.

.

sticker with song titles on the
disc, not the company issuing
psychedelic-type records). Prince's label. Is this Prince? Did
he not only break up The
Revolution but also break up
himself and become nobody?
No, Parade made him nobody.
Is he now the buxom µ1aiden
Maneca? Does anyone ·care?

Madhouse
8

Paisley Park
By Arthur Lizie
Madhouse? What's the deal?
Who in the world are Madhouse? "Recorded at Madhouse
studios, Pittsburgh, PA" says
the uninformati ve back cover.
Who was . recorded? Why?
Maybe the ~tudio recorded itself
in the dead of the night. Maybe
it was gremlins. Why is there
· no mention of musicians on this
record? Why are there no vocals? Because t,he studio can't
~i~g?

OK, it is established, nobody
is in the band. Who is this
buxom young woman on the
cover? Oh, wonder of wonders,
she gets credit: Maneca
Lightner. Doesn't look like a
beach I'd want to go to. Why is
there a dog on the cover?
Symbolic representati on? The
dog doesn't get credit. Make up,
wardrobe, logo design, 't hese
people all get credit. Judging
from the cover, they probably
shouldn't.
Logo, that might be a clue.
The record was put out by the
Paisley Park label: great psrchedelic label (meaning the

·Lost my head, there is a record
inside the sleeve. Let's take a
look at the song tit'Ies: "One,"
"Two," "Three," "Four," "Five,"
"Six," "Seven" and "Eight."
There seems to be a distinct
pattern. They must have stayed
up fate into the night and early
into the next morning coming
up with titles as good as those.
Maybe they did that so that
when the non-band doesn't
show up for a gig, the manager
can ask Maneca what numbers
the the band was going to do,
and she can giggle and s~y
"Three" and "Five." A lot of
workfor such a minor joke.

,t ~t~~:::~~~~~~ \~~Y

1

s;onf; :!!!!!: !! !J!!i!J!i!
the additive or multiplicitiv e , , , , , , , :,:,:
properties. Are "Four" and
"Five" actually "Nine" or
"Twenty?" This thought is
probably beyond the realm .of
human comprehens ion. Re member, "Paisley Park is in your
heart.''
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1987
UNH
·Winter
.Carnival

I

,,

.

Cross ·Country
· Ski Race -

,,-

.,-...

,l

\

' I *JUNE TRANSFE1t0B1ENTA710N STAFF* !
Applications arid details ~vailable at the
·• ._ Co:mmuteJ/Tr.~ nsfer Cente~, Rm. 136, M.UB, .:
-8 62-3612 • ·a sk for Andrea or Marthp~ ·- - . -

spon5_
. , bore/

_._. Deadline: February _6 , 1987

-.;•.; _D(/ -

c._...:·'

.. ~

; .·,

;,_

.

.

/

*Great Fun
·*Great Experience·
.*Paid Position -,

' 71~1/#A~~CMr
.

, B~.tfi1;dRy,·February 14th
· 12-?,0 p .m •>College Woods .
:b¢~rnd;,Fi'eld
,, House .
~
J 1,,.:~ pe~ · ,,p yone

' -)lah
~

'

\, '

~

MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN TH_E TRANSFER STUDENT'S
. TOUGH TRANSITION! .

.

Emti:J?i . ;· ,

w~ ~re looking for ~ key 'person in our,: ~o:mP.any

. -.
~o act as a kind~i-g~r~~n teacher.and a~sistan~ di~e€~o~. ,-

.\

.

\

OPEN . RUSH
/.

This new p osition requires a p rofessional who is able to relate w ell t o
. both children and ad;,lt s; have t.he p°ersonality an,d ability-to provide
·· -leadersh ip and sta bilitJ1 for program cont inuity; and the ability t o _plan
and i-J11,plem-ent a, kindergart en program . .
..

-

MON.· F'EB~ 9 ·. 8-1 0PM.
ED. 'FEB.: 1.1·. · 8.,.1Ql?M ·

Applicant must be able to start in June and have a 2 or 4 year degree
in early -childhood education.

66 · f\lA 11''1 STHE ET '

The Learnif!g Corner 4.6 3-7818 o:r 463~7869:-

I.

_.

.

.

I

1

.

For/ info'r mation CC?ntact Cynthia ·at ·.
evenings

r

ari•d weekends. : .

)
'..,

.

.
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-----------------INDIAN---------~------· (C<)llttriu'ea from page 5>
said,
Banke~ explained there are He said the friendly atmosphere cultural_differ~nce. "Women on censored," he said.
In Durfiam, Banker finds it -.
Banker is glad he came to the
32 different languages in India. · at UNH is the reason he is noJ the whole are differ~nt," he said.
United Scates arid UNH. "AmerPeopl~ from different regiops homesick.
"Where I come from we have· hard to play some of his favorite
icans are very straight forward.
of the country may not be able
"Everyone talks about going a lot of gentlemanly behavior. sporcs he played in India.
"My sports are ~rick~t, polo I've made some fantastic
to u~derstand people of other home during the summer and - Wh_en I came h~re, I was
regions. ·
breaks. I spend a lot of time with shocked'. 'Wome~ w~re offended and tennis," he said. He still friends: The best friends I've
"I can ' t speak my own Ian - my girlfriend,"_he ~aid. .
· by me opening a door, or that occasiQflally plays tennis, but - had and will ever have.·"
Banker will' g.rnduate t.his
guage, Gujarati . l'm very bad
_ According to-Banker, he en- I stood until they sat down," he said it is difficult to find a game .
of polo on campus.
· May. Like other seniors he has
at it. I can't read and write in . countered cultural differences - said.
Banker has other hobbies he plans for his -future. .
>
After four years in the U riited
·it," Banker said. '-'The o_nly way bet~een India and ·the United
· ·
States Banker has noticed a enjoys. "I love music, reading, ·, "Make bucks," he said.
to communicate is in English.'
States.
Banker is a senior economics ~ "When I came in 1983, I lived differ~nce in himself. "Now I and going down to Nick's," he :--,.
major, and enjoys UNH.
in Smith Hall. People on my look at myself, I've changed. I
"There's a beautiful atmos- floor were all in fraternities or still open doors ·and maintain
phere here Lat UNH]. It's a big on the footbalf team. Happy rny manners, l::>ut be honest. It's ·
<cominued -from page 3)
univer-sity, out there is a feeling - hour -~t the fraternities started who can I get ·tonight. or who
_ step a student musttake in order prev iou:sly mentioned · place: that people know you. I go to ~ at fou-r in the afternoon. I was · can I scoop up?" Banker is quick
to be eligible for the benefits ment aids. If a student is in need
Nick's on Thursday nights and asked to go with them but _to emphasize that ':Vas . his
CP&P offers . .[t is a mandatory _ of untangling future plans and
all th~se people know me," he refused. I couldn't see it, getting ~ttitude before he . met his
two-hour meeting to surface any . ,goals, these two programs will
said. ,
.
SITlashed by 7 .lp .m. That was a girlfriend.
.
_questions or problems stud.e ms straighten vocational goals
. Bank~r hasn't been back to shock," he said.
According to Banker, another
may' h~ve with .the system. The t'hrough contact with \alumni
India for two an~ a half y~ars.
Banker said there is no clink- difference between lrid'ia and main goal is to educace ·scudeni:s and parents.' · · · ·
ing age in India. ''In India if the U.S . is the Indian Censor
interested in participating ) n '. · The alumni/parents network
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - you're tall enough to reach the Board:
the on -campus interview ser- willgive each student the op"There is a lot of censorship
bar, you're old enough to drink.
vice.
,. ·
portunity to talk with know!We don't misuse (a-kohol) be- in India . L-The Censor B9ar.dl ~ Resume Writing Work- edgeable persons .who are _wil cause it's no big thing. Here it censors movies with explicit
·shop : This workshop teaches ljng ro give advice and
is a big thing," he said.
love scenes, nudity and violence.
accepted formats and helpful information about the career
.·
Bank!'.:r discovered another A movie like 'Rambo; would be
hints co produce basic marketing field of interest.' Hundreds of
a
_ IBM*-XT
tools.
.
career advisors and -connections
COMPATIBLE
- Job Search Strategies Woi-k- are available:
C-OMPUTERS
shop increases student aware Senior Bradford White, a dual
ASSEMB.LED.&
ness of traditional methods for Business and English major said,
- SERVICED
, LOCALLY
job finding. It provides tips for . "Con:ipanies come to this Uni -uncovering the "hidden '· job , versity ~s they have in the _t?ast
'SHOP
..~~-~~- · market."
'
in search of every type of person
• Basic _System
l<E-, STR--EET, POR.TSMOU1"t'
· -.:::__Interviewing Skills Work~ and major that exists. Thanks
• 20 MB Hard
shop teaches st_udents . whah to :this service, I find myself
really goes on benind the doors having ·co choose from a number
_.Relax at th'e private hot tub room rentals!·
Drive System_
• Showen Dressing Area and Stereo In Each Room •.
of ari exclusive interview; what 9,f f 4 vora~le, high -paying po"'
Monitor Included
. · •Towels & Hciir Dryers Furnished •Juices & Disposable Bothin!I Suits Availal,le•
recruiters are wanting to ·hear sitions."
/
.
·
•
• t
and how co handle •the many
Steven Desort, also a graduat• I .•
crafty q_uestions that mbst. be . ing business: i::najor, said, "The
t t
.
.
I
" ·.
.
answered intelligently.
service as a' whole in-friates a
1
. Hours: M-F 9 to 6 pm
~Mock _Interviews serve as .pr.9gressive attitude for locating
~IA;&ll.:&.1.1
-Sat. 10 to 4 pm
a preliminar·y "dress rehearsal" a job yet.it's the ind_ividual's.
- . .
iESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED · 4 31-0994
·
to prepare sefliors with practical
persistance that remains' the key
THE COMPUTER LABexperience for upcoming au - to successful job hunting."
(
Gilt certificates Availallle
.
66 Third St., Dover, N.H.
, chemic interviews. . · .
.
. For more information, conOpea_l2-••ltlnitlit, 'Iii 2 P••· T1111r1., Fri. &Sat.·
742-2·9 02
-,
Career
Plannin_g
Work~
.
tact
the Ca:r eer Planning -arid
If
..
••
•r
appoln~1111ntl ·
"IBM is a registered trademark ,
s-fio_p s" ·and·· Ca·r·e er Night 'l,tr{<:· ' Pfatem€nr'9 ffice in robm 203
- ofiBM, Corp,
~- ·
offered as a supplement co the Huddlescon Hall at 2-2010.
I

---PLACEMENT-------

-

DISCOUNT
COMPUTERS

-tT;~_\!1·~

-

.,._;

s2NIA,i -- ·

-VISIT OUR
SHOWROOM

O

•.

I

I

I

I

:

1

0

I
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t

I
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I

• •

•

t
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NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING
. CLUB'S 4TH ANNUAL

GET INVOLVEDf

~~lYJcdk~@~ .
/~ITm)OO}®~©Jcdl@[t
CC@lYlinl©B ~
l)-r1iv~rSity qf New . Hampshire

-,· . ,

Come ~to;~ .

. the ·s1udeJ1tA_-mbassador Council
·,1Q~~tmatlon Night.
1 -

'

.

} ,:, Febf.u ary 9
'·•

,.-•

.::.

6:00-8:00 p.m.
Elli.qt Alumni Center

Coffee ·and DessertwiUbe served. - \
An ·informal opportunity for the
i~terested s·tudents to find out abol!l.t ·
the SAC pr_ogram . The Student
Ambassador ·Council is a lin'kbe tween ·uridergraduates, administ.ra. ,\tion and UNH alu~ni. Applications
· fo~ SAC wi-11 be available at the
Inf.orinaiililn Night. All fote,~e~ted ;
, stU:dents are .welcome ·arid encour. . _ · . aged to attend!

Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB
Monday, Feb. 9 - Friday, Feb~ 12
Hours:·9am-5pm

I

Genuine U.S. and Foreign Surplus
. Wool P Coats/Over Coats 15-30$ _
Wool Pants/Shirts ·
5-15$
Garno. Pants/Sh·i~ts·
10-22$
· Khaki / Fatigue Shirts
4-10$
Hats, Gloves, Sleepin-g. B_ags and Much More ...

I

(

~.')J ►

·~ \ "'CJ !':.1 ,t,p::--:i ,,..,,'.

;7 fr,,.

" r r 11-L ,. t",-

, ,.\ , -./~ ·~ , _; ...,.

"'" )( ""'!f!~J;"n~.l \ '
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Send-the
-Oward-wi.nn i~g
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'

§

I
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New Hampsmre ,

I

§

!
to Mom and Dadl
l
! They cried when they dropp'ed you off ar UNH, but 1·
1
·

·

! they can still

keep in touch with a sub-sCri Ption toj
The New Hampshire
§
,
I.
.• scores & •pictures of games ·
2
---$-/- ~ - ---.--.;::...;-•Campus -news
0
2
§
Only ~- ~ ~o~ a years
·•arts & features
I
'
subscription . '
current issues at UNH ''

i
tt
§
§

!· ,.

,•

t

· • classifieds

I

Stop by Room 108, MUB ·
····-··
···············
. ..
.
·
·. ···············
··············· ···············
· ,
•t••··········
,.
to: .
: .~ail Subscrip1ion
. ··············•
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§
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c~ecks E)OVOble to: . The New Hampshire . ,
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O :.P EN I N .G
NIG HT

ICH E
COP-FEE HOUSE

SAT. Feb. 7
\

8-12 p.m.

.

• • • ,11,,e,·sif J' 11111/ces
f/1e 1/ilfere11ce ·

Devine 7L

~
I

'

OPEN RUSH
'

"

-

Friday Feb. 6 Tuesday Feb. 10
.- 7-9pm .
5-lpm ;

*Note: There is no Niche next_Saturday, Feb.
. 14.
.
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-· MOTHE·R- GOOSE -& · GRIM-M

by Mike Peters

HMMM,,, ·
A 37-lErreR
WORD THAT

SOUN-DS ou1re

ATROCIOUS,,,
WHO-COULD EVeR

F16UR6·THrS

35 Main St.

ONe our?

•

Durbam

88&-7051

.SHOE

.by Jeff l!acNelly -

IIIIIAICH PAPIIII
16,278 to choose from -all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

u

••• sqnq=~~J;~~2622

1 '/
j

~

J
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Professor
discovers
perfect
·Jove potion
" TIDE -POOL "

-,

After 23 years of
research, Dr. Rufus
T. Valentine, noted
romanceologist, has
.,, discovejed the perfed: . .
love potion.
Said Dr. Valentine,
"The FTD® Sweetheart TM Bouquet is a
perfect combination of
flowers.and a heartshaped potpourri in a
ceramic powder jar.
Lab studies have ·
shown it to have a
powerful, romantic
effect on both sender
and recipient.
"However;' Dr. Valentine warns, "the effect
seems to pe~k around
February 14. And you
must make sure to go
to an -FTD Florist
Otherwise:· he added,
"you m~y find yourself
· spending Valentine's
Day alone in a most .
unromantic place-the
library:·
·
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CLASSIFIED
Hassle free living in Durham. Two large
rooms in house. Free cable TV ,' no util ity .
costs . $895 .00 for the semester or pay
monthly. 868-9637 or 868-9855. Ask for
Chuck or Adam . Keep calling ... lt's worth
it.
Roommat e want~d-female-nonsmoke r-·
nice location-Main St. Durham . Furnished
apt. Call after 5:00 ori week:days. Ask for
Brenda 603-964-8729

Summer Work ~! am looking for 10 UNH
students to pa rticipate in a sales and
management training program. Students
sereded get to run their own business, earn
v·a luable work experience and average
savings $·3509.00 Please call 7 49-9578
for more info.
Work Study job open in Education Dept.
Semester II . $4 .00/hr. General clerical
skills: typing, xeroxing, coalat ing and
answering telephone are necessary .
Please apply in person at Morrill Hall. See
Micki Canfield.
Personal care attendant. No experience
necessary. Mornings and/or afternoons,
easy wo~k. great boss. $5 hr. Call Dan. 6924764. Evenings ··
White Mt. Jobs. Applications available for
summer trail c r-ew, sheUe r ca retaker,
volunteer- program st-aff positions ( coordinator, crew leaders, cook) . Wag~ plus
room and board. Rewarding, challenging .
Appalachia n Mt. Clllb, f=>O Box 298, Gorham, N:H.· 03581 (603-466-2721)
Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred en velopes stuffed. Guaranteed. Homeworkers
needed f or c,ompany project st uffing
. envelopes and assemblin!J- materia-ls-Send .
stamped self addressed ·envelope to JBK
Mailcompany, PO Box 25-87 Cast aic,
California, 91310
Couple needs woman to care for infant
in our home.20-30 hours/week. Starting
April: Hours/ salary negotiable. 603-6642879
Are you lookif"!g for a challenging position
in ea r ly childhood education? We are
looking for a key person in our company
t o act as a kindergarten t eacher and
assistant di rector. This new position
requires a professional who is able to relate
well to both children and adults; have the
personality and ability to provide leadership
and stability for program continuity; and
the ability to plan and implement a kindergarten progra·m. Applican t must be able
t o st art in June and have a 2 or 4 yea r
degree in ea rly childhood education. For
information contact Cynthia at The Learning Corner 463-7818 or 463-7869 evening
and weekends.

.THE.FAR SIDE
©1987 Universal Press Svndicale

'77 Gray Toyota Corolla $850 or be~t offer.
Call 742-7101

Mi c hael - Pizza ? I'd love to!.. .But...m y c at
di ed, .I have to ~a sh my hair, a nd I have
to balanc e my ch ec kbook . It's tough to
c omp e-te , I kn owl How about a gam e of
dart s? You 're su c h a pro' If you c all my
sec ret ary , I'm sure we could get together

Now that those terrible Room Draw sheets
ha ve bee n, hand ed out and you 're wond erin g whe re to live, here's a su_gg est ion :
Com e live in Th e Vi.llage! An expensive
condo ? Wrong, it's Hall Housel! Our theme
is outdoo·r ex peri ence and it's one of the
best places to live on campus. Everybody

LIVINGSTON TAYLOR!! returns SAT. FEB .
14 for a Valentine 's Day sh.ow. Tickets on
sale at the ticket office. DON'T MISS HI M
THIS SEMESTERII
Best •dressed man ? Man of the year? Why ,
Carl at MUSO, of co urse! See the result s
in Seacoast Life Magazine. Ballots avajlabl e
in Room 108, MUB.

know s each oth er's nam e and you share
next week...
more than just your interest for' camping
BE SWEET TO YOUR SWEETHEART.. in
Do~sn 't anyone truly fall in love? Wh y is
th e pers onals! for $1 .00 every 20 word s - and th e outdoors. You share a home, not ·
such a big deal? what about friendship
sex
ing4426or44;2J,
Checkitoutbycall
adorm.
in
entine"
ScJY " I love you " or "Be my Val
. and emotio~al bonding? RI
Spring Break!! Want to go to the Virgin
tell th em you're interested and whoever
The New Hampshire's special Valentine 's
Islands for just $291 round trip? Call Lauri
·a nswers the phone can he lp you . Make
Michelle D .., to a real cutiel You can borrow
Day Classifieds Frida'y Feb. 13. Dead lines
or Cindy at 868-1871 , we have 2 tickets
my socks any time. P., Pit
t' - -,-:-:::----- - - it'_s_w_o_rt_h_i_
,_
_th_e_.c~a_ll.:..
for personals is Wed . Feb. 11 at 3 p._m. Stop
for saie. Call evenings.
by Room 108, MUB 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon "THE AWFUL TRUTH" , a good film . It' s
Fri
Bartending course-Spring break, specia l
It's the AWFUL
" THE AWFUL TRUTH " , a good film . It's · the TRUTH . Ifs not AWFUL.
one-week course. For de tails call Master
TRUTH . Sunday, 7 & 9:30 in the Strafford
Adopt ion: We;re a loving happily marri ed
the TRUTH. It's· not AWFUL. It's the •AWFUL
. Bartender Schoo l, 84 Main, Newmarket,
Room .
c ouple, academic physician and psycholTRUTH . Sunday; 7 & 9:30 in the Strafford
NH Tel. 659-3718
ogist. Eager to adopt white newborn .
Room .
Thank you MUSO for bringing back Liv Confidential. Ca ll collect 212-724-7942
Electric Guitar fo r sale : Black Memphis
him so much last
Th a nk you MU-SO for bringing back Liv - , in.gston Taylor: I enjoyed
Les Paul C-opy. Must Sell $95 . Good
semester in the-Pub and look forward to
Carpentry, pa int ing, home improvement
ingston Taylor. I enjoyed him so much last
condition. Volume and tone controls . 3
bringing my valentine to the show , th e
·Top quality work at a low price . Fre e
sem est er in the Pub and look forward t o
pickup combination switch. Call 868-9830
· catered show, with the_bar. Doughboy ~
estimates. Call Charlie 433-221 4 evenings.
bringing .my valentine to the show, th e
or 862-1323
catered show, with the bar. Doughboy
RUSH AGR! Wanted: Sophomore and
Support Groups for Women Who Hav'e
Refrigerator $75. Full size. Call Peter 659freshmen undergrads in the college of Life
Been Abused (assault. sexual assault, date
RUSH AGRI Wanted : Sophomore and
5683
, TSAS and other
rape, inc e st , battel ing, _attempted rap e ,
fre shmen undergrads in the college of Life . Science and Agriculture
reiated majors . You are cordially,i nvited
strang e r rape), Tuesdays all sem ~ster ,
Guitar amplifier-Peavey Heritage, excellent
Science and Agriculture, TSAS ·and other
to attend· our ne xt rush, Feb . 10. COME
3:00-4:30 p.m. at Counse ling and Testing,
condition, 140 watts, comes with Anyil road
re lated majors . You afo cordially invited
SEE WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER!
Sc hofield House, .for more information call
case; a steal at $450.00! Call 868-1638
to attend our next rush, Feb . 10 . COME
Dani.
for
ask
and
3698
OFF~RI
TO
HAVE
6, 1985-A day to remeber! HAPPY
WE
Jim-Feb.
WHAT
SEE
1984 SUBARU GL10 46,000 mil!3S, A/ C,
ANN IVERSARY, Cutie! Thanks for the best
BE SWEET TO YOUR SWEETHEART .. in
AM/FM_Stereo. Sunroof. $5400 firm . Must
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR!! returns SAT. FEB.
2 years of my life and the many more to
the personalsl for $1 .00 every 20 words
be seenf Call Stephen 8,(38-7 480
14 for a Valentine's Day show. Tickets on
come, especially June 1~88. Love always,
say " I love you " or " B,e my Valentine " in
sale at the ticket office . DON'T MISS HIM
Kathy
The New Hampshire's spec ial Valent ine1 s
TH IS· SEMESTERII
Lost and Found
Day Classifieds Friday Feb. 13. Dead lines
your va lent ine!! Take him/her to
Who's
BE SWEET TO YOUR SWE,E THEART .. in
for personals is Wed . Feb. 11 at 3 p.m ..Stop
Lost: Jan. 27 in MUB Pub or nearby, a color
Livingston Taylor Feb. 14 . This will be a
words
20
ry
eve
$1.00
for
personals!
the
by Room 108, MUB .10 a.m.-3 p.m . Mon - ·
photograph of a woman and a young man
c!assy catered event. DON'T MISS OUTII
say "I love you" or " Be my Va lentine" in
Fri.
with long blond hair, both facing camera~
N ew Hampshire'J special Valentine's · RUSH! Lambda .Chi Alpha has open Rush
The
Thfs photo has great sent imental value .
Spring Break Jamaica. Project Manager
Day Classifieds Friday Feb. 13. _Deadlines
Feb. 10 and 12-live entertainment/ casino
If found, please contact Roland at 217 4,
needed. FREE vacation plus $$$ . 1-800for personals is Wed. Feb. 11 at 3 p.m. Stop - night. All Rushes 8-10 p.m.
9-5 weekdays.
237-2061
by Room 108, MUB 1 O a.m.-3 p.m . MO'n LIVINGSTON TAYLOR!! returns SAT. FEB ..
Lost: Full-ankle length, charcoal gray, wool
Fri.
If you are forced .to have sex, are sexually
14 for a Valentine 's Day show. Tickets on
' ·coat. Brand name: Cassidy. Lost Sat. night
assau lted, or raped and would like to ta lk
Who 's your valentine!! Take him/her to. sale at the ticket office. DON'T MISS HIM
Jan. 30. If anyone picked up thi~ _coat by
t0 a woman wl:io has ·beEln trained to help
_ !_! _ _ _ __ _ __
_ E_S_T_ER
_M
~E
H_IS_ S
_T_
Livingston Taylor Feb. 14. This will be a
mistake and finally realized they had the
-in these situations, call 862 - 1212 day or
11
...
Wall
afternoon
Nice
OUT
MISS
DON'T
event.
catered
classy
.
wrong coat, I would appreciate it very much · night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUN - .l-t -'s
_ F_U_L_ T_R_U_T_H__,-.,.-a- g_o_o_d-fi-lm
_W
-.. -T_Pl_E_A
and people inter~sted in hot~I:
Hotel'majors
if they would return it. Call Terri 862-~183 _
SELOR.
the TRUTH .'lt's not AWFUL. It's the AWFUL
Wai(people, wine stewards, captains, and
· Summer in Europe$239. Lowest Scheduled
back of the house workers are needed.for · TRUTH. Sunday, 7 & 9:30 in the Strafford
Fares :to air of Eu rope f foln' Bostd'ri :;;·G::all
. gou; met dirHter on Fep, 28 & 29 . Plea~e . Room.
Services
,· 1 -800-325-2232
- - - -- - - - - - --,,---call Andy at 868-9831 ifinterested.
Inexpensive Pet Grooming by supervis:ed '
. Thank yOu MUSO fOr br inging back Livspecial
,
break
Bartending-Spring
Learn
app.
an
for
Call
Students
Thompson School
"THE AWFUL TRUTH" , a good film . It'~ · ingston Taylor. I enjoyed him so_muc~ last
one -week course. For details call Master
862-1 144
semester in the Pub and look forward to
the TRUTH . It's not AWFUL. It's the AWFUL
Bartender School, 84 -Ma,n Si. Newmarket,
bringing my valentine to the show, the
TRUTH. Su_nday, 7 & 9:30 in th_e Strafford
Moving and Hauling: College Student with
659-3718
N.H. Tel.
catered show, with the bar. Doughboy
a truck can do moving and hauling; rubbish
Room.
If you missed our Winter's Eve concert last
removal and other small objects. 5 years
RUSH AGR! wanted : Sophomore and .
Thank you MUSO for bringing back Livsemester .. Now's your chance to see The
•of experienc'e and references availabl!:! .
ingston Taylor. I enjoyed him so much last . freshmen undergrads in the college. of Life
New Hampshire Gentlemen perform with
Call Malcolm M. 868-6190
Science and Agricultur~. TSAS and other
semester in the Pub and look forward to
the UNH Jazz Band.Ttwrsday Feb. f 2 at
bringing my valent ine t o the show, the . related majors. You are cordially invited
improvement.
hbfT'le
painting,
Carpentry,
. 8:00 p.m . i·n the Johnson Theatre PCAC.
, to attend our next rush, Feb. 1 O. COME
catered show, with the bar. Doughboy
Top quality w9rk at a low price. Free
'
·
Gents· and Jazz!
SEE WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER!
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings.
RtJSH ·AG'li+ Wa11ted: Sophomore and
TODD, I hope you have a great B-DAY .
Kah-Kah-Kah---Karen!! You are a great
freshmen undergrads in the college of Life
LOVE, Julie
person, and a good friend. When do I get
Science and Agricu lture, TSA-S and other
Attention Ei leen M ., the gu ll able forestry
my graduatioA figt-(your body!) They s_ay
related majors.'You are cordially invited
major. If the on ly reason you were in Hood
you are great in - --!! Thanks for the
to attend our next rush, Feb . 10 . COME
House was because of your heel, then I
memories. 1 luv ya! Linc;; wants to have a
SEE WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER!
would be happy to treat you to more than
tbrees<;>me you-A and M. From 4, old
ROCKY HORR.OR TONIGHT (at to_& 12)
The girl with the locket doesn't want her · a m'i dget size glass of wat·er. By .the way
AND TOMORROW NIGHT (12 midnight
RUSH AGR! Wanted: Sophomo re and
where do yo_u live?
. partner to f~el left out. It's all just an
ONLY). This time it's for real.
· freshmen undergrads in the college of Life
adjustment. I love you. I love you . I love
whose name I'm
BEASTIE BOY ~(the one _
What's the best way to find an a-partment
Science and ,Agriculture , TSAS and other
you. I love you. I lqve you. I love you. I love
not supposed to mention) I'm so glad we
'reiated majors . You are cordially invited
for ne xt fall? The Commuter /Transfer
you!II
have-risen above the pointless bickering
Center has, information for your hous ing_
to atiend our ne xt rush , Feb . 10. COME
of last semester, but try not to confuse your
search.
SEE WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER!
.
expertise
graphic
true
meager ta lents with
I just know this semester is going to gGi
so well!'! P.S. It was "brain DEAD" not "brain
damaged:" Greg. (hee hee) _ _ _ __
-.=.:- · '. ..
. _,. ..
i
TOOLBURG , So who 's your next target?
.:·,}
Are you ready to try to shoot Kennedy
again ? We heard your last shot m issed.
Too bad. Maybe you should stick with those
LARGER targets. You seem very successful with the m. Don 't think we don 't have
any use for you anymore. You're _a great
topic ·for conversation , kinda like Kennedy:
-~:-;_ !.'
Love , all your women at Christiansen (and
you know who we ~re!)
'82 Toyota Truck, 4 WO, long bed, 5-speed,
AM/FM, 43,000 miles, excellent conditior;i, ·
207 -363-6181

By GARY LARSON

..•·

.

i1gft:,

il>·.

It' s 4 :44 - has the apple pie t hawed yet?
Hey Karl-where are you g6i'~g? Chips Ahoy! ·
Nice beach, where's.the sand'?
Alpha Phi Omega Rush Sunday Feb. 8, 8:30,
MUB Grafton Room. Don't miss out on lots
of fun and service.
WH II IIT!! Ha Ya doon'? PPPLLLHHH!!!
CALL! - PENELOPI
. Kelly K. You are a sweeeeet guirar pickin'
thing! Do I lovE/ thee .J guess I'll have•to
ask Dick Purnell o ~ Feb. 24/2'5 . Unt il
then ... your secret 1Valentine Boy.
Heater- Best'ofJ uck next wee ~. Have ·Dr.
Emley ft'Ush ·those -nasty old tonsils right
down the toilet! Tonsils suck! I should know
huh? Love Heather2 P.S. I'm waiti~g for
a phone call, be iri Concord on Saturday
(tomorrow)

...

····················· ···········:
To the wild red head~

on Young Drive.

Keep up the Collins~.
tradition on your
21st!!Love,
your roommates .
········· ~·····················~
/

Don't let this innocent ·1ace
fool you_!iBic~ without a girl
is like a fish out of water.
Available girls, ~LEASE .call
Hubbard.3rd and make -his
-birthday wish come .true!
' P.S. Be goes WUJJ ,QJOU call
him God.~

'
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CLASSIFIED
BE SWEET TO YOUR SWEETHEART .. in
the personals! for $1.00 every 20 words _
say "I love you" or "Be my Valentine" in
The New Hampshire's special Valentine's
Day Classifieds Friday Feb. 13. Deadlines
for personals is Wed. Feb. 11 at 3 p.m Stop
by F,loom 108, MUB 1 0 .a.m.-3 p.,m .. MonFri.
ROCKY HORROR-TONIGHT (at 10 & 12)
AND TOMORROW NIGHT (12 midnight
ONLY). This time it's tor real.
Steven Philip-Why RU so incredibly fascinated With personals?1 Happy PseudoAnniversary, and thanks tor attempting
to help me out of the snowFor a great summer job in June why not
be a part of the Frnshman orientation staff?
Applic 9 tions now available in dean of
students office. Deadline Feb. 6
Who's your valentinell Take him/her to
Livingston Taylor Feb. 14. This will be a
classy catered event. DON'T MISS OUT!I
Hotel majors and people interested in hotel
Waitpeople, wine stewards, captains, and
back of the house workers are needed for'.
gourmet dinner on Feb. 28 & 29. Please
call Andy at 868-9831 it interested.
"THE AWFUL TRUTH", a good film. It's
tha TRUTH. It's not AWFUL. It's the AWFUL
. TRUTH. Sunday, 7 & 9:30 in the Strafford
Room.
Thank you MUSO tor bringing back_Livingston Taylor. I enjoyed him so much last
· semester in the Pub and look f'Orward to
bringing. my valentine to the show, the
catered show, with the bar. -Dough boy·
RUSH AGRI Wanted: Sophomore and
freshmen undergrads in_the college of ,Life
Science and Agriculture, TSAS and othe(
related majors: You are cordially invited
to attend our next rush, Feb. 10. COME
SEE.WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER I
·RUSHI Lambda Chi Alpha has Gpen fiush
Feb. 10 and 12-live entertainment/ casino
night. All Rushes 8-10 p.m.
ROCKY HORROR TONIGHT (al 16 & 12)
AND TOMORROW N!,GHT (12 mi,dJ1ight
ONLY.) _This time it's for real.

Heater- Best of luck ·next week . Have Dr.
Emley flush those nasty old tonsils right
down the toilet! Tonsils suckl I should know
huh? Love Heather2 PS I'm waiting tor
a phone call, be in Cor:icord on Saturday
(tomorrow)
The girl with the locket aoesn't want her
partner to feel left but. It's all just an
adjustment. I love y·ou I love you. I love
you . I love you. I love you. I love you. I love
you!II
Now that those terrible Room Draw sheets
have been handed out and you 're wonderin_g where to live, here 's a suggestion:
Come live in The Village! An expensive
condo? vyrong, it's H9-II Housell Our tl:ieme
is outdoor experience and it's one of the
best places to live on campus. Everybody ·
knows each other 's name and you share
more than just your interest !or camping
and the outdoors. You share a home, not
a dorm. Check it out by calling 4426 or 4427,
tell tl:iem you're interested and whoever
answers the phone can help you. Make
. the call, it's worth .it!
Don't buy your balloon-a-grams way
dowllltown. At the t\(lUB for Va lentines Day
is where they'll be t"ound. "Why?" you may
ask should I buy them there. Because we'll
have Free delivery and much more Airl Feb.
12 and 13. Delivery on the 14.
Come on Durhaml Get a clue! _Same tapes
since F-reshmen Year. 87-time for a change.
Dare to be different. No more Pop-boppin.Side 2
'"THE AWF_U L TRUTl:-l", a good film. It's
the TRUTH. It's not AWFUL. It's the AWFUL
TRUTH . Sunday, 7 & 9:30 in the Strafford
Room.
Thank you MUSO for bringing back Livingston Taylor. I enjoyeo him so much last
semester in the Pub and look forward to
bringing my valentine to the show, the
catered show, with the bar. Doughboy

Bill S What's it going to be. money or the
ring? Do you still love me? NGES
Dan, we've been lusting after your body
all semester, take us and do with us what
you will. NG & ES
ROCKY HORROR TONIGHT (at 10 & 12)
AND TOMORROW NIGHT (12 midnight
ONLY) This time it 's for real.
Babs- I love you very much. Remember
to be in your room next Fri. afternoon . I
can 't wait for happy hour. See ya. Love
N02

Learn Bart~nding-Spring break. special
one-week course. For details call Master
Bartender School , 84 Main St. Newmarket.
NH Tel. 659-3718
It you missed our Winter's Eve concert last
semester .. Now's your chance to see The
New Hampshire Gentlemen perform with
the UNH Jazz Band. Thursday ·Feb . 12 at
8 00 pm. in the Johnson Theatre PCAC.
Gents and Jazzl
TODD . I hope you have a great B-DAY .
LOVE. Julie

Attention Eileen M , the gullable forestry
major. If the only reason you were in Hood
)jouse was because ot your heel, then I
- - - -- - -- - - - - -- ----would be happy to treat you to more than
Who's your valentin _
e 11 Take him/her to ~ a midget size glass of water. By the way
Livii:igston Taylor Feb. 14. This will be a · where do you live?
classy catered event_I?.ON'T MISS QUTII
- - - - ' - - - - - - -- - - BEASTIE BOY-(the one whose name I'm
ROCKY HORROR TONIGHT (at 10 & 12)
not_supposed to mention) I'm so glad we
AND TOMORROW NIGHT (12 midnight
have risen above the pointless bickering
ONLY). This time it's tor real.
ot last semester, but try not to confuse your
LIVINGSTON TAYLORII returns SAT. FEB.
meager talents with true graphic expertise.
14 tor a Valentine 's Day show. Tickets on · I just know this . semester is going to go
sale at the ticket office. DON 'T MISS HIM
so well!II P.S. It was "b rain DEAD" not ''.brain
THIS SEMESTER!!
damaged,'' Greg. (hee hee)
I'm a Bassist looking for work . I have little
experience, but am willing to work hard.
Call Matt 749-5740
,.-

ATO OPEN RUSH-MONDAY FEB. 9 AND
WEDNESDAY FEB. 11-COME SEE WHAT
A SPIKE, A GURTASMUM, A MEGAVITAMIN, A SCRIBER DIBER - DOO , AND A
BOBMO ARE-Alpha Tau Omega: A State ·
of Mind(from 8-1 0pm)
Neil B. (Congreve) Wh'at 's up with you?
I've run into you several times this semester
and last sem,ester and I can't figure you
out. .Some of the times I get the' impression
that you sti ll care tor me and other times
it is just I-he opposite .. I feel like a light
switchl K.M.

-=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--= - - - - - Summer in Europe $239. Lowest Scheduled
Fares to all ot Europe from Boston. Ca ll
1.- 800-325-2222

TOOLBURG, So who's your next target?
Are you ready to try to shoot Kennedy
again? We heard· your last shot missed.
Too bad . Maybe you should stick with those
LARGER targets. You seem very successful with them. Don't think we don't have
any. Lise for you anymore. You're a great
topic tor conversation, kinda_like Kennedy.
Love, all your women at Christiansen (and
you_know w_ho we aref) ___ ____···· ·-· _
It's 4:44-has the apple pie thawed yet?
Hey Karl-where are you going? Chips Ahoy1
Nice beach. where's the sandl?
Alpha Phi Omega Rush Sunday Feb. 8. 8 30,
MUB Grafton Room_. Don't-miss ou_
t on lots .
of fun and service.
WHIIIITI' Ha Ya doon'? PPPLLLHHHIII
CALLI - PENEL:OPI

- - - -- - - -- - ~------·· -- ---

To the mystery man who lives in the
apartment above Shea,r Excitement. Stop
in Room 108 and say hi to your "Government Reg" buddy

ALPHA TAU OMEGA OPEN RUSH: MonKelly K. You are ? sweeeeet guitar pickin'
day the 9th (Make your own sub) and
thing 1 Do I love fhee ... l guess I'll have to
Wednesday the 11th (Meet the guys} from
ask Dick Purnell cin Feb. 24/25. Until
8-1 0pm -C OME SEE WHAT WE cRE ~ALL
. _tl1,e·ri .. y6ur sec r_et Valentine Boy.,
ABOUT
• "The use of alcohol and drugs is often
related to the incidence of acquair-itance
rape. When intoxicated and / or high, peqple
find themselv es acting in atypical ways.
Use alcohol and drugs responsibly 1" More
c·ommunication between males .and females can only lead to healthier understandings of one another. Try letting the
other person know how you're feeling . You
may be surprised by the reaction.
· ·.
Hotel majors-ana people interested in hotel:
Waitpeople , wine stewards, captains , and
back of the house workers are needed tor
gourmet dinner on Feb. 28 & 29. Please
call Andy at 868 °9831 if interested.

ATO OPEN RUSH MONDAY the 9th and·
WEDNESDAY the 11th-com e meet the
brothers of ATO-a wide variety of men from
a wide var.iety of places. ·ATO: A ST ATE
OF MIND (from 8-10pm)
"THE AWFUL TRUTH " , a good film. It' s
the TRUTH . It's nolAWFUL. It's the AWFUL
TRUTH. Sunday, 7 & 9:30 in the Strafford
Room .
Thank you MtJ-SO for bringing back Livingston Taylor. I enjoyed him so much last
semester in the Pub and look forward to
bringing my valentine to the show, the
catered show, with the bar. Doughboy

Michael : Pizza ? I'd i"ove 101 ... But.. my cat
died , I have to was h my hair , and I t:lave
to balance my checkbook It 's ·tough to
compete, I knowl How about a game of
darts? You ' re such a prol If you call my
secretary, I'm sure we could get together
next week...
·
BE SWEET TO YOUR SWEETHEART .. -in
the personals! for $1.00 every 20 words
sa"y ··1 love you " or ··Be my Valentine " in
The New Hampshire's special Valentine 's
Day Classifieds Friday Feb. 13. Deadlines
tor personals is Wed. Feb. 11 at 3 p.m. Stop
by Room 108. MUB 10 a.m.-3 p.m. MonFri
~~;;i~n: \/1/e 're a lo·v·i ~; happil; married
couple, academic physician and psychol..og is-t Eager to adopt white newborn.
Confidential. Call collect 212- 724-7942 ·
Carpen1ry, painting , home improvement
Top quality work at a low price. Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings.
Support Groups tor Women Who Have
_
Been Abused (assault. sexual assault. date
rap....e, incest. bat)ering, attenjpted rape ,
·stranger rape). Tuesdays all semester.
3:00-4:30 p.m. at Counseling and Testing ,
Scl;lofield House, for more information call
3698 ar:d as!< for Dani ___ _____________ _
BE SWEET TO YOUR SWEETH-EART .. in
the personals! tor $1.00 every°20 word s-.
say "\ love you " or ··Be my Valentine" in
The New Hampshire's special Valentine's
Day Classifieds Friday Feb. 13. Deadlines
tor personals is Wed . Feb. 11 at 3 p.m. Stop
by Room 108, MUB 10 a.m.-3 pm Mon Fri / .
Spring Break Jamaica. Project Manager
needed. FREE vacation plus $$$. 1 -800237-2061
If you are forced, to have sex, are sexually
assaulted, or raped and would like to talk
to a woman who has been trained to help
in these situations , call 862-12J 2 day _or
night and ask for a RAPE CRIS[S COUNSELOR.
.
Financial Aid: Sources located for freshmen/ _soQ_l}_pmp,-,ce.s b,y _computer. -B.ea.sona:'ti!e, rates; Mon ey back guarantee:· Academic Fund searc h, PO Box K, Plymouth ,
NH 03264
ROCKY HORROR TON(GHT (at 10 & f2)
AND TOMORROW NIGHT (12 midnight
ONL~ ) _This time it'~ for_·real
____ _:_
RUSH 1 Lambda Chi Alpha has open Ru·sh
Feb. 10 and 12 - live entertainment/ casino
nig~!:_~11 Rushes -8-1 0 _P__:~

- -- - -

ROCKY HORROR TbN_IGHT (at 10 & 12)
AND TC?MORROW NIGHT (12 midnight
ON~~:L This time-it's for r~_a_l._ _______ _
If you consider yourself the professional
type and are looking for a summer job that
calls for responsibility creativeness and
dedication and offers students with a GPA
of 2.5 or above a minimum savings of $3500
this could be the job tor you To find out
if you qualify please _call 749-9578
BE SWEET TO YOUR SWEETHEART .. in
the personals 1for $1 06 every 20 words
say ··1 lov-e you" or " Be my Valentine" in
The New Hampshire's special Valentine 's
Day Classifieds Friday Feb. 13. Deadlines
for personals is Wed. Feb. 11 at 3 p.m. Stop
by Room 108, MUB 1 d a ·m. -3 pm Mon Fri.
LIVINGSTON TAYLORII returns SAT. FEB.·
14 tor-a Valentine's Day show. Tickets on
sale at the ticket office. DON'T MISS HIM
THIS SEMESTERII

~
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The New Hampshire
needs ....

writers & photographers! .
I

• get yoyr name in ·print!!! .

· 12 Jenkins Co,urt

• -gain valuable experience!!!

We Deliver

Both are paid positions.

l.

7 ·dcJys .a week

· No expeTien-ce necessary
-we will train! ··

,f ast service
call ·
868-2009
store hours 11 a.m.-2 a.m.
,Monday through Sunday
11 a:m.-1 a.m. Sunday

· Stop by rtn. 151 in the MUB !

---------------------------~----..---~----~---~.-..----------.-.-----, ------·-.

.

-Personal-For Sale-Help Wanted-Services-Housi_n g-Lost & Found-Rides-Travel. Yard S a \es-Spo~ts

TBl3 NEW.HAMPSHIRE

~

. ! '
!

·i
j

i
~

I
J '

·1
I
I

I

r

' . _AMOONT ENCLOSED: -~
Adverfo~er's Name: ·
Address:
Phone: -

RATES: $1.00 for 20 words per insertion_·
Each additional ·run: $1.00
All qds MUST be prepaid

To Run _

Times

.,_
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Wild.c at spprts-standing s and stats
·_Men's H"o _c key

.Wonten's Basketball

· .Wo01en's

H OCKEY EAST STAND INGS

w
Boston ·college (20-6-0)
Maine (19-8-2) . ·
Lowell ( 16-8-1)
Boston University (12-12-3)
Providence (7-16-2)
Northeastern (7-16-3)
New Hampshire (7-20-3)

l

19
16
14
11

7'
6
4

SEABOARD CONFERENCE ST ANDIN G~ '

Hockey

'\

L
5
7
7
12 .
16
15
18

PTS
38
· 33
29
25
16
15
11

T
0
1
1
3
2 ·
3
3

P 9-l-3)
WILDCAT LEADERS
G.. Andria Hunter 8
Shelly DiFronzo 8
Cheryl Allwood 9

WILDCAT LEADERS
GP.

J ames Richmond
Steve Horner
Tim Hanley

29
30
29

G
15
17
9

A
23
14
16

A
9
8
6

PTS
17
16
15

PTS
38
31
25 .

Kris Kinney
Karen Pinkos
Beth Curran .

Men's Basketball
iil
i

'

1

L

8
7
7
6
4

1
2·
2
2
5
7
8
7

2
0
0

PCT
.888
.777
.777
.750
.444
.222
- .000
.000

WILDCAT LEADERS
GP
AVG
17
20.2
17
10.0
17
7.2

W-r estli_n g

ECAC NORTH ATLANTIC CONFERENCE STANDINGS

(9-4) ·

Cr

w

-~· -i

w
Northeastern (12-10)
Maine ( 19-.2)
New }-Iampshire (11-7)
Boston University (13 -6)
Vermont (9-11) ·
Hartford (6-12)
Central
Connecticut (6-10)
_/
Brooklyn (0-19)

Northeastern (16-6)
Niagra (12-6)
Boston University (12-8)
Canisius ( 11-9)
Siena ( 11-9)
- Hartford ( 10-10)
Maine (5-12)
New Hampshire (3-16)
Vermont (4-16)
Colgate (3-17)-

9
8;,
8
7
7
4
3
2
2
2

L
0
2
3
3 .
4
7
7
8
9
9

PCT
1.000
.800
.727
.700
:,636 ,,

TOP WRESTLERS

WILDCAT LEADERS

Greg Steele
Todd Black
Andy Johnston

:364

PTS -- A "'-/ G
G
15.1
19 - 287
164
11
14.9
11.7
223
19

Paul Schwern
Mike Caracci
Con .Madigan
Chr_is Murtha

.300
.200
.182
.182

.

'.

-

WT.

RECORD

150
118
- HWT
190

25-5-1
19-9-0
16-11-0
15-11-1

PINS
1-1
1

2
7

j

******************************************
TONIGHT!!! at _10 & 12 midnight
TOMORROW at 12 midnight ,
NIGHTi!!
$2 Students

$3 Non-students.·,;
(TICKETS FOR ·
MIDNIGH-T •-.
SH.OW MUST
. ]jE PURCHASED
IN. A,DVANCE) .

IN

."The Ne"W Hampshire
.· r,,,
ports W rite ··· ·

. ·.

,.. Be as . .

RULES:
_All bags, parcels, bulky outerwear, 10-gallon hats,. and beehive
wigs will be checked at the door. Perish~ble props, alcohol, .
illegal substances, forry -~nimals, · and-wallet ph0tos of Christi~
Brinkly will be rnnfiscated.
• e • • • • • e e • •

0. •

•

•

•

•

O

e e e e • e e e e • e e e e e e e e e ea• e e e e e e e e • e e e

O

e e e e e e e • e e e o e e e e e e e e e •.

\ (Messy food items will __be thrown at you ... see how you like it).·
! • • • • • • • • • • • • fl••• • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • •

Stop by room 151 1n the MUB .
for more information.

Complete list of approved ,props will he. p osted at the ·door,
. and is available in advance from MUSO,-Rm . 148, MU B.

.................... Hampshire .......:..........
;

. '

. ,,;:i,

✓;

·

'.'

;,,•l J ·i•;• YY. ~ '.; '

~j

U,r :f'- r'

·

(yr , ,; .

-

e

Surly drunks (males) will be evicted.
Surly drunks (females) wil~ be dealt with appropriately.

.. , ,, , Ii

IUSO ··
'

'

_:/1'.:¥••¥~¥........ ¥..¥'••~•*•~••¥:•••¥♦¥¥'•¥•-¥t••·•1*•J
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Ho ck ey tea m stilLin fight for pla yo ffs
I.

By Chris Heisenberg

'UNH and Providen ce meet again at Smvley 011 Saturday:-(Ronit Larone file photo)

AD s taying 'pu t ...for now
By Rick Kampersal
An article which appeared in
·The Boston GlobeTue sday was·
deemed "prematu r:e" by UNH
athletic director Andrew Moor·
. adian last night.
"I picked up the morning
paper and I couldn't believe it,~
said Mooradia n when contacted
by phone at his Durham resi ::._
dence. The article basically
,-stated that Mooradi•a n would
retire at the end of this academic
semester.
Mooradia n, soon to be 63, has
been the athletic director here
sinc€· 1966 and r-i.ght now, has
no intention of retiring. "In
.January, I was approached by

a reputable travel agency about
the possibili ty of a position, "
said Mooradian.
However , he has only talked
with the firm once and hasn't
heard from them since. "It was
an interesti ng offer and I lis teried," said .the 1948 · UNH
graduate. "The position would
call for working with athletic .
teams."
It is a story that seems to pop
up every year around this time,.
"You hear this stuff every year,"
said UNH Sports-In formatio n ·
' Director Mike Bruckner . "The
guy has a good -job. Why would
.
he want to leave?"
Mooradian said that the ar-

I

bur his wife. "The whole -thing
has upset her," he said. "It's
really not fair to us."
Mooradi an served as an assistant football coach here for
15 years . In 1965, he was the
head coach and posted a rather
forgettab le 0-8 record. His big
move as AD came right: after
he took the job, upgradin g all '
Wildcat sports teams to Division I status-.
"If the job opportun ity co~es
through, I'll have to give it some
serious thought, " said Mooradian. But until then he'll report
to his Lundhol m Gym off ice
every morning as he has done
·
for 21 years.

UNH closed to within four ·
points of sixth place Northeas tern after their 4-4 tie with
Providen ce Wednesd ay night.
However , they were disappoin ted at not gaining any grouf)d
on the fifth place Friars.
The 'Cats are currently out
of -playoff contentio n and had
hoped to change that against
Providen ce and Northeas tern.
UNH will get another chance
with Providen ce Saturday, this
time at Snively.
To reach the final playoff spot
tney must overcome PC or NU
in the final seven league games.
They will close the season with
back-to-b ack contests against
the Huskies who now are closer
_,,.
to the ·cellar.
Providen ce's Riek Bennett
forced the tie with a late third
period power play goal, after
UNH had battled from behind
to take a 4-3 -lead.
It appeared from the outset
that Providen ce was in command of the first period, as they
took a 2-0 lead. Providenc e's top
line of Gord Cruicksha nk, Bennett and Tom Fitzgeral d, who
seemed to be on the ice all
evening, connected for th~ goals.
Cruicksh ank scored the first
of his two goals with ·a quick
. power play shot which beat
UNH goalie Greg Rota. Three
minutes later Bennett again beat
· Rota with a backhand er ,off the
faceoff, and PC seemed to control the tempo.
This time, however, in contrast to the BU game of the
previous week, UNH got some
lucky bounces to turn the mo mentum around. While on the

power play Steve Horner took
a shot which Matt Merton
stopped. Providen c~·s Andy
Calcione moved into · the crease
to clear the rebound, but instead ·
cleared the puck into his own
net.
A minute-a nd-a -half later
Mike Roth's shot from the point .·
bounded off the post right to . .
Dan Prachar and Scott Brown
in -front. Brown quickly put the
puck behind the twisted up
Merton. The 'Cats emerged
from the first period with a tie.
Cruicksh ank scored the only ,
goal of tqe second period giving ·
PC a 3-2 lead which would stand
up over the period and well into
the third.
That's when Wildcat Tim
Hanley took over. Hanley took
a David Aiken centering pass'
and scored. Then, on a· power·
play, Hanley ma.d e1 a cross-ice
pass to captain James Richmon d
who put the puck past Merton. ·
That lead stood up until Bennett's second goal.
The teams played a ten min..: .
ute overtime pedod, which
started out slowly but finished
with fast up and down scoring
chances for both teams in the
· final mihute. Both Rota, with
3 7 saves in the game, and
Merton, who made 40, were up
to the task.
UNH now stands at 4-18-3
for 11 points, behind Northeas tern (6-15-3, 15) and Providenc e
(7-16-2, 16). BC with 38 points
and Maine with 33 points are
the top two teams, followed by
Lowell (29) and BU (25 ). All
of these teams are assured of
a playof,f spot.

NU get ~,eve n
'Ca ts·in ,2:n d
\

.

By Dave D.esMaisons
to cut the Husky lead to one.
and Rick Kampersal
First of all, let's get one thing Junior guard Michelle Altobello
straight. It wasn't as bad as the hit two free throws to put the
fina-t score of 70-50 indicates . 'Cats in the lead for the first
The women's ' basketba ll team time.
But Singleton and her accomtravelled to the not-so-co mfy
confines of Northeas tern Wed- plice, Lesley Willis, woulg have
nesday night for a big matchup no part, of this. Together they
scored 36 of the Huskies' 41
with the Huskies.
halftime points to-give their
7:
were
teams
Going· in,both
1 and leading in the conferens::e. team a nine-poi nt lead, the
But NU had a couple of advan- biggest of the game.
The second half spelled the
rages. Revenge was definitely
a factor after the last meeting Wi1dcats' demise: Kinney fouled
of these two teams, a game out with ~ight mi9-utes (eft,
which Wilacat junior forwa,rd ending up ·wi.t h 12 points and·
Beth Curran won with 11 seconds five rebounds . This prompte d
remainin g . The Huskies also · Sanborn to ) nsert some peopl_e
had high-scor ing forward Carla from the bench. And they almost got the job done. Curran
Singleton on their side.
in again at 17:56 and
came
drat
either
help
,It didn't
·
some more rspark.
provided
Kinney
Kris
center
Wildcat
this
nships
The men's wrestlin g team is competi ng in th~ Norther n New England champio
Wilsori
51-44,
score
the
With
10:14
at
foul
third
her
up
picked
{
weekend in Connecticut.(Joanne Marino photo)
. of the first half. Northeas tern decided to take matters into her
came out and played some tough own hands. The sophomo re was
defense, forcing the 'Cats to the core· of a nine-poi nt run
make mistakes. "The early_ foul which pretty much ended any
.(continued from page 28)
put us in a bind that we hope that the 'Cats had.
trouble
,
t
pinned his opponen
was
"New Hampsh ire state cham- success to all the hard work that Murtha
the loss, Sanborn
to get into, ," said ~ Despite
want
didn't
:
the
into
minutes
two
than
·h h
less
d · b •·
h w·1d
h' "
·
extreme ly h appy 'wlt t e perh e match.
d
h
b
•
Sanborn.
Kathy
coo1eh
,p1ons 1p _ as t e 1 cats an
t
an
e
y
1s emg put 10
The Wildcats also had trouble formance of her bench. "It was
This weekend , the UNH
the Panthers are the only two team alike.
Singleton . She a team contribut ion," she said ..
UNH suffered defeats in the wrestlers travel to Central Con- containin g NU's
colleges with serious wrestling
boosted her "The reserves came in-and did
ndedly
single-ha
th€
in
te
participa
to
l 26~ pound and 134 -pound necticut
programs in the Grapite State.
lead, scoring a real good j-ob m; king that
early
an
England cham- team into
·Things got off on the right weight classes, but that would . Northern New
h 29 points comeback."
game-hig
her
of
24
ty
Universi
;Bostcfo
s.
foot in the ll8-poun d division be all the damage done by pionship
UNH and Maine (both 7-2)
_·
half.
first
icut, the in the
as UNH's Mike Caracci made Plymouth State. The Wildcats and Central CQnnect
each a game behind Norare
•
when
lift
a
received
UNH
ion
competit
greatest
a mess of Plymout h's captain _r~eled off seven straight victo- · Wildcat's
(8-1) but have plenty
theastern
.
at
garne
the
entered
Currari
will also be in
Ed Welch. Caracci picked up .11 ries following the defeats to end · in the area
and displayed of time to catch up. It should
in
came
She
'11:29.
stay
can
UNH
If
ce.
attendan
points against Welch's one. The the match.
of ,aggressi ve be a wild finish: UNH hosts
Arhong those seyen 'Cat vie- hot, there's a good chance they her tra-dema rk
Long Island native, winner of .
a 6.:.po-int dry . Boston _Universi ty toni~ht ~t
broke
e
Sh'
play.
couple
a
with
home
come
could
Murhis last seven matches, is one . tori~s were pins - ~y Chris
s.·et shot ' Lundholm Gym. Game.tim e 1s
baseline
a
with
spell
poss and
. of the hottest _wrestle~s on the tha and ~on Madigan an? Paul individua l champion
0
~- ~~1 ~t~~~\~\t_~ ~~~ /~~.t:}~~.C?-~~ ·-~-~~ ,o~' . ~.~ '~·"''""" -, , f,.' ~ ' ..~
• tr~Il,1· f k il~~_r,1,~q~ ~}q!~./ ~½~W\ ...S\liJ~~\n ~ ~ 7"t~ .~ { ~~r\ ' 1q qry._ , · . iil,?ly._ a,,.t~q\t,ide.<'\ '<~ ..,,A·~ ~.-...~ ..
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B'U silences '-Cats one game win streak
there" commented teammate
Black: "and he plays a lot bigger
than he is." Counts appateptly
didn't realize that he was the
smallest (5 -10) player on the
team as he accumulated more
rebounds than anyone else.
Still tho{igh, the effort wasn/t
enough. Defensively, it wasn't
one of the 'Cats better gam,es.
The Terriers pretty much had
their way down low and dominated the boards, 41-26. They
continually killed the Wildcats
with either three-point rainbows from the top of the key
or backdoor plays to someone
like forward Drederick Irving.
Irving made himself at home
behind the 'Cats defense all
night.
- BU had "players that wore.
us · down inside," concluded
Black after the game. "They
. played well and had a lot of good
·
big guys.'.'
After the 5:53 mark the game
was all BU. They gradually
added co the seven- point margin, and when BU's Hendricks
slammed home a sweet pass
from mate Jeff Timberlake with
_ 1:52 showing, the UNH crowd
knew it was time to file out.
Friel' s men look to get even
with the Boston University
team this Saturday afternoon
at Walter Brown Arena in
Boston. The Wildcats, can then
retur_n the favor of breaking
streaks. The Te.rriers not only
boast a four- game win streak
but also a 12- game home win
streak. UNH's next home show
is Tuesday night at 7:30 versus
Niagra.

was up and down from the
By Stephen Skobeleff
· Three Dog~N ighc once ex- beginning.
For the Wildcats 'it was hell.
plained cha:c "one is the loneliest
number that you'll ever know." Coach Gerry Priers strategy co
After Tuesday evening there combat BU's quick manner was
was probably no one who knew to go to his bench frequently.
this better than the UNH Wild- The UNH bench has been
cat men's basketball squad. shrinking as of late. Injuries co
Their one-game winning streak, seni.or cri-captain Todd Black
if there is such a thing, was dealt and more recently co· freshman
· ·
a fatal blow.
Chris Perkins have given the
. The Boston University Ter- rest .of the team plenty of
riers, enjoying a three-game playing minutes. BU's pace just
winning streak of th.e ir own, added co these minutes.
For the most part the Wild- .came co Durham on Tuesday for
the first of their back-to -back cats kept -up with the Terriers:
An 8-0 UNH run in the final
games with the 'Cats.
In the process of these three _l:12 of the first half sliced a ten-Victories, the win streaks of point BU advantage to two, 30Canisi'us, Colgate, and N iagra 28.
The Wildcats opened up the ·
were crushed. So ending win
streaks was nothing new to BU. secondhalfbytryingcoestablish
What was stopping them a half-court game with their first
from doing it for a fou:rth two series of possessions. The
consecutive time? The Wildcats Terriers would have none of
were hoping to turn the trick, that, though. Before long the
but iri the end only proved to , game had picked up the fastbe a minor obstacle. UNH lost paced tempo the first twenty
the game, mainly in the fin_a l minutes had ended with. This
five mi•nuces, and ended their was punctqated by Terrier Paul
Hendricks' electrifying runaway
own humble streak.
The game concluded with a stuff in_early second half action.
Even with BU having the play
final decision of 72-58 but was
played with :more intensity than go their way, the Wildcats stayed
the final score showed. Actually close. With 5:53 remaining the
home team was only down
the entire first thirty-five minseven, 58-51. Much of the reason
utes were played with fervor.
for this was Greg Stede's 25
This enthusiasm would hurt the
points and Derek Counts' overUNH squad more than it would
all hustle.
help down the stretch when it
Counts totalled four points
~eally counted.
on the night but made his
BU came into the game lookpresence felt elsewhere. Whering to run with the Wildcats.
ever the ball was, he was . He
On defense, the Terriers picked
had a couple of big diving saves
their opponents up at half court
and on offense, they ran a break
and more importantly, seven
whenever po_ssible. The pace
reb~unds. He can r_~ally "get in

Sophomore Wildcat Mike Caracci is one of the hottest wrestlers on die UNH squad this season.
·
(Joanne Marino photo),

Wrestlers beat up ·o n PSC
By Paul Sweeney
The winningest men's athletic .squad currently on campus
improved it's record to 9-4 on
Wednesday with a 33-7 pounding of Plymouth State College.
Just which sport holds this
distinction? It can't be the
hockey team because the last
• , 1 .• • '

t

, ,

!

"

time ariy team ever scored 33 that has been overlooked in the
goals in a "game was on a pond midst of .a fine season. T,he
within some neighborhood de- match at Ludholm Gym against
velopment. On the other ha.nd, Plymouth wa·s the third rout
this score is far too low to be · victory in a row for the grappling Wildc~ts. The .victory
that of a basketball game.
Through the process of elim- earned UNH the so-called
ination and use of logic, we find
it is the wrestling team, a unit WRESTLING, page 27
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The men's basketball team lost to BU on Tuesday, but the
Wildcat's get another sho~ at the Terriers on Saturday i,i
·
Boston.(Craig,Parker file photo)

Women · skaters
trounce Dartmou th
shots in the third period resultBy Paul Sweeney
Wednesday evening was one . ing in two goals. Like some form
of deja vli; both Hunter and
of those nights in which DartFerry put the puck in the net
. mouth goaltender Kelley Coyne
again and the Wildcats left town
prnbably should have stayed i.n
and caught up on her Ivy League . with their tenth win of the ·
season. While Coyne was up and
workload. Instead, Coyne took
in business all night, UNH's Liz
to the net in . a Big Green
women's hockey game against · Tura could have shut down
every now and ·then as she faced
UNH . When the game was
only eight shots in recording
over, the Wildcats had battered
her .second shucouc of the sea. Coyne with 51 shots leading to
son.
·
a 6-0 UNH victory.
With Allwood, Hunter and
If pot for Coyne, Danmouth
Ferry each scor'ing two goals,
may have turned a little more
green, in the face. Coyne's 45 . 0·11e has to m;:irvel. at the potent,
balanced scoring ·attack that the
saves kept this .contest from
Wildcats possess. The 'Cats are
being sickening and earned the
also abound with playmakers
head
compliments of Wildcat
as nine different players assisted
coach Russ McCurdy.
on goals. "We have three lines
"We had a big territorial edge
that can score and we haven't'
and we really clicked," said
McCurdy. "They're kirid-'of lean. had that before." McCtirdy said.
The match against a lesser
in numbers, but they've got a
talented Dartmouth squad was
great goalie."
sort of a bre~k following _a
In the opening period, UNH
month of long distance. traveltested Coyne 19 times and met
ling, tough games and had
with success on two occasions.
weather for the Wildcats. HowCheryl Allwood lit the red light
at 14:32 and Andria Bunter ever, McCurdy insists that if his
team had played as they did last
capitalized less than a minute
in Providence, the score
Sunday
healthy
later to give the 'Cats a
in the Dartmouth game
2-0 lead.
The Wildcats didn't let up in wouldn't have been so onethe second period, drilling the sided.
· UNH jumps right back into
· Dartmouth net·with 15 shots.
Allwood scored her team- action when RIT visits Snively
. leading ninth goal of the season on Saturday at 1. This is a game
and captain Vivienne Ferry also in which McCurdy won't let his
scored aHowing UNH-to reap team take casually. "They're
good .individually, they're record
in the benefits of a 4-0 edge.
UNH said goodbye to Coyne doesn't really indicate it, but
and the Big Green with 17 more · chey ar~ dangerous."
. I ,

